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VOLUME TWENTY-FOi; It.
W. WALTERS,

T W. ROYER, M. D.,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,

C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,

TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall. \

TRAPPE, PA.
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.

jyj- Y. WEBER, M. D.,

P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office H o u rs: U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.

g

A. KRISES, M.

H o m e o p ath ic P hysician,
COLLEG EV ILLE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9
a. in.; 6 to 8 p, m.

Q B. HORNING, JI. D.,

P ra ctisin g P h y sician ,

J

P ra c tic a l S la te r.
RAHN STATION, PA. Dealer in every qual
ity of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental
Slates. Send for estimates and prices.

E

D en tist,
OOR. M AIN AND De KALB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.

Ç Jh eaii and Reliable Dentistry.

Dr. N, S, Borneman.
209 SW EDE ST., NORRISTOW N, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place
where Pure L aughing Gas is made a specialty
for the P athless extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or German Language spoken.

DR. S. D.DCORNISH,
EN TIST,
CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed ; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

DR. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)

D E N T IST ,
ROYERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
•honest prices.

G. HOBSON,

d w a r d d a v ib ,

Painter and

P a p e r- H a n g e r,
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. >9®“ Samples of paper
always on hand.

K

EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

jQR. B. F. PLACE,

P.KOONS,

OBERT OEHLERT,

Carriage Builder.
New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on
hand. Repainting and Repairing done in all its
branches. Top Buggies built from $65.00 up.
ROYERS FORD. PA.

^ J W . MERKEL,

P ra c tic a l B a rb e r,
(Successor to J . F. Illiok), CO LLEG EV ILLE,
PA. Having worked in some of the leading
shops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident th a t I can please the most par
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial
and be convinced.
3au3m

44It is an III Wind
That B low s Nobody G o o d /*
That smalt ache or pain or
weakness is the 44 ill w in d "
that directs your attention to
the necessity o f purifying
your blood by taking Hood's
S a r s a p a r i l l a . Then your
whole body receives goodt
for the purified blood goes
tingling to every organ. It
is the great remedy for all
ages ana both sexes.
Dyspepsia — 44 Complicated •with
lever and kidney trouble, I suffered for
years from dyspepsia, <wtth severe pains.
Hood's Sarsaparilla made me strong and
hearty.4' f . B. Emerton, Auburn, Me.

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
NORRISTOW N

and

CO LLEG EV ILLE.

All legal business attended to promptly. Firstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. A t home, Collegeville, every evening.

Hood*» Pills cure liver ills ; the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

jmDWARD E. LONG,

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
and N otary P ublic. Settlem ent of Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
Office : Corner Swede1 and Airy Streets,
opp. Court House. R esidbhqk : North Corner
Marshall & Stan bridge Streets, NORRIS
TOWN, PA.

G

EO. W. ZIMMERMAN,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,

«26 SW EDE STREET, rooms 6 and T, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOW N, PA.
A t Residence, CollegeYllle, every evening.

VTAVNE R. LONDNTRETH,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

^ FORGE N. CORSON,

G

A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,

NO. 48 EAST A IRY STREET, CORNER OF
DeKALB, in front of Veranda House and City
Hail, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Gan be consulted in German and English.

THEIR WORRIES.
She met him at the door and frowned,
Her heart was full of woe;
She was a child of trouble, and
She freely told him so.
The gown that she had hoped to wear
Would not be done that night;
She fretted, and she fumed, and ¿here
Were tears that blurred her sight.
She wanted him to sympathize;
Alas, the man sat down
As though there were no such thing as
An uncompleted gown!
He merely gazed away at space
And twirled his thumbs, nor saw
The bitter tears that streaked her face
Nor seemed to care a straw.
She left the soulless wretch and threw
Herself upon her bed
And mourned that she^was treated so
And wished that she were dead.
“Ah, men are selfish brutes 1” she sighed,
“Who neither think nor care!”
And, with a breaking heart, she cried
,Twas more' than she could bear.
He sat and twirled his thumbs and looked
At something far away;
Tomorrow there would be a note
They’d call on him to pay—
A note for thousands more than he
Could hope to steal or borrow!
Up stairs, alone, mistreated, she
Kept pouring out her sorrow.
—S. E. Kiser in Chicago Times-Herald.

JOHN T. WAGNER,

A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
415 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
Can be seen evenings a t Ironbridge.
6jan.

J

M. ZIMMERMAN,

Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,

The Major’s Story
A Young Surgeon In the Kaffir War
Showed the White Feather Un
der Fire. But There Was
a Good Reason.
BY MAJOR ARTHUR GRIFFITHS.

It happened 50 years ago, when the
north and eastern frontiers of the old
colony were perpetually harassed by
the Kaffirs. We little realize nowadays
the constant turmoil and trouble that
JOHN S. HIJNSICKER,
prevailed In places^ where there are
now railways and a settled population,
Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
who employ as their servants descend
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and ants of the very men who were for
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t ever at war with us. Things were so
tended to. Charges reasonable.
bad that the natives had at one time
shut up the governor of the colony,
W. WEIKEL,
Sir Harry Smith, in a small fort, from
which he only cut himself out after a
Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
daring hand to hand fight. This was
TRA PPE, PA.
after he had gone out In force with
Conveyancer and General Business Agent. about 1,500 men to overawe the tur
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate bulent tribes and got very much the
charges.
20jan.
worst of it.
At this time, about the end of 1850,
F. ¥. Sclera's there were quite 15,000 Kaffirs in the
field against us, and 10,000 more were
on the point of joining them under
Kreli, an Influential chief of very
doubtful loyalty.
Collegeville, Pa.
I have often heard my father tell of
Second door above
the terrible state of things that pre
railroad.
vailed throughout the north of the
Finest grades of
igars ana tobacco colony. The whole district was per
always on hand.
petually devastated by marauding
Kaffirs. The savages overran the
country as far as Somerset and even
rOIIN II. CASSELBERRY,
farther to Grahamstown, sweeping up.
all the cattle, sheep and horses they
S u rveyor & C o n v e y an c er. could find and committing the most
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk frightful atrocities. In a few months
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. as many as 200 farmhouses were burn
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resied to the ground, and large quantities
ience : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.
of bread and corn, with other farm
produce, had been wantonly destroy
GRACE G. FETTEROLF,
ed. So serious was the situation .that
H
| the settlers formed themselves into a
j defense association, and the governor
appointed a solemn day of humiliation
in the English and Dutch churches.
1430 * besinnt Street, Phila., Pa. At the same time a body of troops was
Farms bought, sold and exchanged. Money collected at Grahamstown, supported
to loan on first mortgage.
by regiments recently arrived from
England, and a serious campaign was
undertaken against the Amatola moun
UNDAY PAPERS.
Different Philadelphia papers delivered tains; which the enemy were said to be
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and holding in force.
’’rappe Bvurv
m nrnlni.
My father’s regiment was t h e ----th.
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
UouogtvlUe, P .. 1 They had been in the colony for a cou-

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real E state busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking oi
sales a specialty.

B,

M i Parlor

Real Estate and Mortgages,

S

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

pie of years and more or less continu
ally engaged in all the recent fighting,
and they knew what determined ene
mies they had to deal with. We are
apt to forget nowadays when the
Kaffirs are peaceful fellow colonists
what fierce fighters they were. My fa
ther thought them one of the finest
savage races in the world. We have
seen and heard so much since then of
the Zulus, a kindred race, that we are
apt to forget what formidable oppo
nents the Kaffirs were in those early
wars—men of magnificent physique
and undaunted courage, armed with
the terrible assagais, which they wield
ed with great skill, hurling them with
accurate aim and incredible force to
great distances, and when at close
quarters stabbing with the cruel broad
blade that was more than a match for
the bayonet. They had firearms, too,
and had learned to handle the musket
with good aim and precision, while, al
though their tactics were essentially of
a loose order, suitable to their rugged
bush country, they had a certain co
hesion and discipline imparted to them
by brethren who had served Jn the lo
cal Cape corps.
It was about June 24, 1851, that Gen
eral Somerset moved forward into
Kaffirland from Port Hare with a
force of 2,000 men—-horse, foot, guns
and irregulars—destined to attack the
Amatólas. What followed let my fa
ther tell in his own words:
“The night before the column march
ed a new officer joined our regiment
and reported himself for duty. He
came straight to the colonel's mess,
which was no more than a campfire in
the open, on which bubbled a steam
ing kettle of soup and around which,
‘tintot’ in hand, were squatted the
colonel, the senior major and myself,
the junior.
“ ‘Some one to see you, sir,’ said the
orderly, introducing a figure wrapped
in a great blanket coat, but still shiv
ering I d the keen night air.
“ ‘What can I do for you?’ asked the
colonel, a little offhand, for he was
sharp set and did not want to miss bis
share of the soup.
“ T have come to join, sir, Assistant
Surgeon Julyan; landed last week and
ordered to join headquarters as soon as
I could.’ All this was said in a rather

“ ‘There must be an end of such non
sense,’ I cried angrily. Changing my
tone: ‘You must pull yourself together,
young fellow. There is work for you
in front there. ' The others want you,
your colleagues, the wounded. Up,
now, be off with you.’
“He rose to his feet at my words
with a start; one last shudder, an un
controllable spasm,, as it were, of the
agony he had endured, swept over him,
and then he ran forward at full speed.
“I saw no more of him till the end of
the day, and then only for a moment,
for the casualties had been many, the
hospital was full, and the surgeons
were excessively busy, I heard only
good of young Julyan. His chief spoke
of him with enthusiasm as a most skill
ful operator, with marvelous dexterity
and lightness of touch. As for his mo
mentary weakness, akin to the well
known ‘stage fright,’ but infinitely
Worse, no one knew of it. That painful
episode was kept a close secret be
tween ns.
“But he had not forgotten it nor
what I had done for him, on which he
would insist with exaggerated insist
ence. A few days later he came to me
with a pretty hoop ring, which he ur
gently asked me to accept.
“ ‘It is not much. But it was my
mother’s, and I should like you to wear
it in “memory of your exceeding kind
ness, sir.” ’
“I told him I would do nothing of the
kind, and I believe I swore at him as a
silly, sentimental young ass.
“He kept the ring because I obliged
him to do so, but he would harp still
upon my kindness and declared that he
would live only to show his gratitude
some day, somehow. He got his
chance, as I tell you.
“The dislodgment of the Kaffirs from
the Amatolas was one of our earliest
actions. It was followed by a series of
operations toward the Kei river, among
which the worst was the storming of
the Waterkloof, which was tried three
times. On the final and successful as
sault we were hotly engaged, and I
fell, fully believing when I was hit that
it was all over with me and that I had
lost the number of my mess. While I
lay there helpless, with a wound in my
thigh, the wave of attack rolled on
ward, and I fainted from loss of. blood.
When I came to myself, Julyan was
leaning over me, anxiously watching
me with great, dark, wistful eyes.
“ ‘Don’t speak,’ he said directly I
opened mine. ‘You are all right. I
have taken up the artery and fixed a
tourniquet. It is only a question of
patience. They’ll pick you up by and
by.’
“ ‘But you must not stay by me,’ 1
protested. ‘Go on after the regiment
at once. I order you.’
“ ‘And the colonel ordered me to re
main here with you,’ he answered
briefly. ‘It’s not because I am afraid.’
“It was not indeed, as he soon show
ed beyond all doubt.
although the
fight had swept away beyond us, fugi
tives, or broken parties of Kaffirs, be
gan to drop back, and we were sud
denly attacked by half a dozen sav
ages who were lurking among the
trees.
“ ‘Give me your revolver,’ said Jul
yan. ‘I can use it.’
“They were not very common in
those early days, and it was fortunate
I had one. But for that revolver and
the splendid use Julyan made of it I
should never have been able to tell this
story. When they rescued us a little
later, there were four dead Kaffirs
within range, and a trail of blood
showed where a fifth had limped
wounded away. But Julyan had not
escaped. He had one assagai in his
arm and was pinned to the ground by
another in his leg. They were flesh
wounds', happily, and soon healed. I,
too, recovered after a time.
“That is my father’s story, and”—
The major here stopped abruptly, as
though he had said his say, but his lis
teners were by no means satisfied.
“Go on, man, go on; surely that’s not
all?”
“It’s not quite all my father told me,
nor, indeed, all that I know. The rest
is rather personal, and I’m not sure—
Well, you insist—here goes: They had,
of course, to take Julyan to hospital,
and it was there that a most extraor
dinary discovery was made. The young
assistant surgeon was a female. You
may take that curious fact as explain
ing much that had happened and all
that eventually came to pass, for my
father married her shortly afterward
and left the service.”—Navy and Army
Illustrated.

thin treble voice, no doubt made weak
er by the nervousness of the situation.
“ ‘Well, you are welcome enough.
We expect to be engaged tomorrow or
next day, and there’s no saying how
many of us may not be hit. Here,
Granville'—this was the adjutant, who
also belonged to the colonel’s dinner
mess—‘take him over to the surgeon.
Have you had any grub?’
“The newcomer confessed that he
had not tasted food that day, and he
was immediately made hospitably wel
come to a share in the contents of the
camp kettle. After that he took him
self off to the regimental hospital tents.
“The regiment marched off next
morning or, as it seemed to me, in the
middle of the night We formed up
on parade in perfect silence, the words
of command, issued in a whisper, pass
ed on from mouth to mouth, and the
column, starting noiselessly, at once
commenced the ascent of some very
steep ground. By daylight we had
reached a ridge from which the ene
my’s position was visible, and already
a brisk skirmish had commenced be
tween them and our advance guard.
It had been a stiff, steep climb, and
none of us was sorry to halt and rest ,
upon the ridge. Casting my eyes
around, I soon discovered our newly
joined ‘sawbones’ in the center of a
group of laughing, chaffing youngsters,
who were treating him after their
fashion as a ‘Johnny Raw.’
“He looked in truth a raw, half form
ed, ill grown youth, younger than his
age, which must have been two or
three and twenty, or he could not have
got his diploma. His figure was very
slight and fragile, his face perfectly
smooth, with a clear, fresh complexion.
He had a shy and shrinking manner,
and I conld plainly see that it was pain
and anguish to him to be made the
butt of bis harebrained comrades.
“ ‘What is the use of sending out a
whipper snapper of a chap like you?
You’d hardly have the pluck to ampu
tate the leg of a fly,’ I heard one sub
altern say as i drew near.
“ ‘Wait 'till you’re under fire, Miss
Mary,’ added another.
“ ‘Stay behind with the hospital
streicher; that’s my straight tip, Mary,
dear!’ cried a third, and the rest, catch
ing up the epithet, a chorus of voices
began to sing ‘Mistress Mary, quite
contrary, how does your garden grow?*
Leather Belting.
“ ‘Come, come, young gentlemen,’ I
The
average
of first class leather
protested sharply, ‘leave Mr. Julyan belting, runninglifeindoors
under or
alone. He may shame some of you dinary conditions, is ten and
Belts
yet when there’s real work to be done. subjected to acid fumes years.
would last a
Anyhow he’s a newcomer and should much shorter time than that,
and, on
be better treated.’
other hand, in especially favoring
“The tears gathered in the dark, sad the
circumstances a belt might last much
eyes of the hunted young doctor as longer. There was taken down in New
they were turned gratefully to mine, York not long ago a leather belt that
and I saw that he wanted to press my had been running 24 years. This, how
hand. But at that moment the order ever, was something unusual.
came to fall in. We moved across the
As is the case with pretty much ev
ridge to its edge, found a steep de erything that is made and sold, leather
scent, dropped down and began to belting may be bought secondhand, the
breast another rise, which we were secondhand belts coming into the mar
soon unpleasantly reminded was ket naturally enough through the re
strongly'occupied by the enemy. Their fitting of factories, through the substi
fire became intensely hot, and, al tution of belts of one width for those
though we opened out at once into of another, and so on. Secondhand
skirmishing order, many men were belts that have not been much used
struck down as we still pressed on to sell for not very much less than new
the attack, the men taking advantage belts. Their price decreases, of course,
of the rocks and trees and any cover according to the wear to which they
they could find.
have been subjected. When a leather
“There was rather a check, and the belt ceases to be useful as a belt, it is
colonel sent me to bring up a couple likely to be sold to be cut up into boot
of supporting companies to re-enforce heels, what there is left of it after that
the fighting line. My mission took me going to the scrap heap.—New York
back over the ground we had crossed, Sun.
where our casualties lay thick and
A Matter of Color.
wounded, and I found our surgeon, an
Wanderer
(returned after several
old campaigner, and his first assistant
years)—Well, well, I’m mighty glad to
busily tending the wounded.
“ ‘If you see my second, major, hurry see you. How are you, and how are
him up,’ cried the surgeon. ‘There’s all the good people?
Stayathome—Oh, we’re all right and
work and enough for all hands now. I getting
sent him to the rear to prepare the pected. along as well as could be ex
field hospital, but he ought to be here
Wanderer—And how is the Widow
now.’
Green?
“I looked about for Julyan and found
Stayathome—She isn’t so Green as
him—where do you suppose? Behind
a great bowlder, crouching all of a she was.
Wanderer—What’s the matter? She
heap, with his head buried in his
isn’t
gray, I hope?
hands and sobbing aloud in a wild
Stayathome—No; she’s Brown.
paroxysm of woe.
Wanderer—Brown ?
“ ‘Julyan,’ I said very quietly, laying
Stayathome—Yes; married Samuel J.
my hand upon his shoulder, ‘this won’t
do. I see what is wrong with you— about five years ago, and she’s been
others have been through it before you the Widow Brown for the last two
years.
—the first time under fire’—
Wanderer—You don’t say?
‘“ It’s not that, sir; not th a t I have
Stayathome—Yes.
no tears for myself. I’d face it all and
Wanderer—Well, by gosh, if she’s
worse to save the rest But the blood,
the slaughter, the sudden, awful willing to change color again, I’ll ask
________ * Jjer as sure as ipy iiawe’s Blaefc
—

DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.

HOWTO BECOME E IC H
FOR A START ALL YOU NEED DO IS
FIND A DEAD MOUSE.
Then, According to tbe Wise Hindoo
Merchant Who Told This Fairy Sto
ry, tile Road to Competence Is
Smooth and Easy of Travel.

Once upon a time several rich Hindoo
merchants were whiling away the time
talking over their affairs. All except
one were of the opinion that in busi
ness no one could gather wealth who
had not a solid capital to begin with.
Then he who held differently and who
was the richest of them all spoke up
and said:
“Of a truth it is very easy to acquire
a great fortune when one has but to
add treasure upon treasure. As for
me, I earned my riches without so
much as a groat to begin upon. Listen,
and I will tell you my story.
“My father died before I was born.
He had been very rich, but my mother
was only a poor widow, without sup
port or protection. All the wealth that
her husband bad left her was taken
from her by greedy relatives, and as
she even feared for her life she sought
refuge at the home of a friend of my
dead father.
“There it was that I was brought in
to this world. My dear mother, of
whom later I became the sole support,
was then obliged to gain her livelihood
as best she could. She had to work
very hard for very small wages. Not
withstanding she -managed to save
enough from her scanty earnings to
pay for a master who taught me to
write and to figure.
“On the day when I completed these
humble studies my mother called me
to her and said: ‘As your father was a
merchant before you, so also should
you be a merchant. There is in our
town a rich banker who is called
Wisakhila. This generous man makes
a practice of lending capital to the sons
of merchants who have lost their own
means. Go and pray him to open his
purse unto you as he has done unto
others.’
“No sooner said than done. But
when I entered the private office of
the banker he was in very bad hu
mor. I found him scolding roundly a
young man, the son of a merchant,
who stood before him with bowed
head:
“ ‘Do you see that dead mouse on
the floor there?’ he exclaimed angrily
to him. ‘There is a piece of merchan
dise out of which a smart man might
make a fortune. As for you, good for
nothing, I have already lent you an
ample sum. Not only have you failed
to add to your capital, but by your
folly you have squandered it all.’ At
these words I advanced toward the
banker and spoke:
“ ‘Allow me,’ said l, ‘to borrow from
you the piece of merchandise of which
you spoke.’ So saying I picked up the
mouse and went my, way. Notwith
standing his anger the good man was
so struck with my simplicity that he
could not restrain a smile.
“In the street I came across a grocer
standing in the doorway of his shop
stroking a beautiful cat. I offered him
my mouse. He accepted it and in ex
change gave me a few handfuls of
peas. I carried them home, roasted
them and made my way to the out
skirts of the town, taking care to
bring with me a water jar filled to
the brim with fresh, cold water. Ar
riving at a crossroad, I seated myself
in the shade of a great tree. I was
scarcely settled when along came a
party of woodcutters, their shoulders
bent beneath their loads and their
faces tanned by the sun. I arose and,
bowing humbly before them, set forth
my peas and refreshing drink. As a
reward each made me a present of
two bundles of fagots, which I car
ried to the market. I sold them, and
with the money made in this way I
bought some more peas, a larger quan
tity this time, and I repeated my
course of the previous day. Soon I
was able to set aside the greater part
of my fagots, and, notwithstanding
my selling the remainder, I quickly
earned so much money that at last I
could buy up ail the stock of the wood
cutters. I continued selling some and
saving some until I had collected a
considerable quantity.
“The rainy season was approaching,
and in due course the rain fell in tor
rents, and dark clouds obscured the
sky. As for several weeks it did not
cease raining, the roads leading to the
woods were soon quite impassable. The
weather, too, was very cold, and soon
there was a great scarcity of firewood,
which in consequence rose in price.
This was the time to sell my stock. I
made a neat profit. I rented a stall at
the market and stored it with different
kinds of merchandise. By prudence
and forethought I fucceeded in my en
terprise. My trade extended from day
to day, so that after awhile I was able
to retire with a competence, respected
by all my fellow citizens.
“Then I ordered from a skilled gold
smith a golden mouse, which I sent to
Wisakhila, the banker from whom I
had borrowed my first capital. The
good man, perceiving that notwith
standing my youth I was well versed
Jn business affairs and that I had turnad to good account something which
even he had reckoned at little value,
gave me his daughter in marriage.
“This, then, is the history of my for
tune, which proves that money is not
always essential to amass wealth in
business.”—Washington Post.
A Dangeroni Game.

Italians in Rome have a delightful
little game, which is called the “passatella.” It is played mostly nowadays
in low drink shops, and, as it leads fre
quently to murder, the police are anx
ious to stop it.
Round a table some men are smok
ing., At the head sits a man with a
flask of wine and a glass before him.
He is the president of the party. All
the company, including the president,
have paid for that flask of wine, but
not one of them can drink a drop of it
unless the president gives permission.
He, however, may drink as often as he
likes. When he passes tlie glass to an
other, that other may drink until the
president cries “Stop!” and the glass is
passed on to the next. Sometimes the
“stop” comes before a single drop is
drunk. This is the fun for the others
who are allowed to drink.
A good natured president rarely re
peats this joke, but it sometimes hap
pens that he has a grudge against one
of the men, and then the unfortunate
victim sits the whole evening, smoking

§§§§

1.00

1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.

: out. ir 1 had known then what I know pany, appeared. He had on white
now, money would not have tempted gloves and a fierce uniform. The whole
me to sleep in that car, but I was new company saluted solemnly and then
to the hobo business then and did not 'advanced’ upon the fire! Not a hand
j know the treacherous qualities of a had been raised to' make a hose coup
carload of lumber. How far the car ling or to do anything else until that
was billed I did not know, it being too august captain, with those lovely
dark to see the card on It, but In I white gloves, had arrived and been
climbed and was sleeping with my properly saluted.”
usual profundity when the engine j “But what,” said I, “was happening
Modern Meaning; of tlie Word Gnn.
coupled up and pulled out of Kansas [ to the building during the time of this
pleasing ceremony?”
“The evolution of the word ‘gun’ City.
forms an interesting study in up to
“I can’t say how long 1 slept, but ! “Oh, it burned down. But the fire
date etymology,” remarked one of a j when I woke the sun was high and .I department made a noble showing,”
party of newspaper men. “A dozen was lying on my back in the open air concluded Mr. Higbee. “It was a
years or so ago we all understood gun on a scattered pile of flooring. Just in most successful operation, as the doc
to mean a fowling piece—a shotgun as front of me was the end of a side track, tors say, but the patient died.”—Buf
distinguished from a rifle or musket. and up against the big butting post falo News.
Heavy and light ordnance—in fact, all was the car I rode out of Kansas City
Enough to Madden Him,
pieces of artillery, without regard to in, the whole end of it knocked out as
Lunatic (in dreary monotone)—I can
size—were known as cannon. That, of clean as a whistle. How under the not
it on over my head; I cannot
eburse, was where people made an ef shining sun I ever got there was a puz put put
It in my pocket; I cannot wear it
fort to speak English. O u t. on the zle. I wasn’t hurt at all and didn’t re on my
feet. It will not stand on the
frontier the word gun was applied ex member anything about a wreck or shelf, and
there is no loop to hang-it
clusively to pistols.
jolt during my sleep.
up
by.
It
cannot be a lampshade, a
“Nowadays the nomenclature has
“While I was speculating and pound horsecloth or a chest protector. It does
curiously changed. By degrees the ing my brains for an answer to the not look like a bag; it is not a smoking
good old word gun has become monop puzzle a railroad man came up. For a cap. It cannot be a cover for a man;
olized by the long, slim, murderous ma minute be did nothing but cuss, it is not Ar—r—r—r—r!
chines that constitute our modern artil swearing low and soft to himself, and
Visitor (in asylum)—This Is indeed a
lery. We speak of quick firing guns, then, catching sight of me, he broke sad
case.
eight inch, ten inch, twelve inch guns, into a laugh. From this eloquent gen
Keeper—Yes, sir; one of the saddest
and the word seems singularly apropos. tleman of the rail I learned that I was that
came under my observation.
They are not cannon. Cannon imme stranded in Olathe, Kan., but that did This ever
young
man was but a little while
diately suggests the big, lumbering, not explain how I got out on the ago possessed
an unusually brilliant
black throated smoothbores of the ground, together with a carload of intellect, and aofmind
truly remark
past. The word conjures up all sorts flooring. When I asked the railroad able depth and grasp. ofHe
delved deep
of curious antique pictures^-swabbers man for an explanation, he looked n science and solved abstruse
problems
naked to the waist, motionless men down on me with a pitiful expression. in astronomy with ease. Psychology
holding lighted matches, frigates lash
“ ‘Why,’ says he, ‘that’s an easy one. was to him little more than recreation
ed together and firing into each other’s You must be several different kinds of and
metaphysics a mere pastime. But
ports, sepoys bound to the muzzle, neat an Infernal fool to kip in a car of that a young
lady gave him a birthday pres
geometric pyramids of round shot in tricky stuff. Why, man, that floorin ent of her own making, and in trying
neat, geometric forts, the charge of the will fairly walk out of a car for the to determine the name and use of it he
Light brigade and lots of other things least little thing in the way of a jolt. was reduced to his present pitiable
too numerous to mention.”—New Or When those chumps on No. 2 kicked condition.—Collier’s Weekly.
leans Times-Demoorat.
this car in here last night, they didn’t
set up no brakes, and she hit the buttin
Moral Inlinenee Recognized.
What a Brier Pipe Really Is.
posts a rattlin jolt. The car stopped,
“I suppose there are several lines to
The so called brier pipe is not made but the floorin—well, it is kept right the
east?” he queried at a railroad
of brier at all. “Brier” is a corruption on, just like you see it.’
ticket office in Chicago the other day.
of the French word “bruyere,” mean
“That I didn’t wake up I can only at
“Well, yes,” reluctantly replied-the
ing heather, and the misnamed brier is tribute to my peculiar soundness of agent,
“but if you want the shortest
in reality the wood of the heather. This sleep, but how I ever got out of that and quickest
line”—
peculiar corruption, like many others, is mess without a bruise or a scratch is a
“That makes no difference to me,”
solely due to the English tradesman, mystery. Since then I have learned interrupted
the caller. “I want a line
who, finding the correct word “bruyere” that hobos will never sleep or travel in
by moral influences. Is the
somewhat difficult for the British a car of dressed lumber on account of controlled
tongue to negotiate, quickly reduced it its dirigible and automobile tenden president of your road a religious
man?”
to the more familiar “brier,” and the cies.”—Memphis Scimitar.
“I can’t say as to that, but I know
wood has been known by that name
that two of our switchmen and three
ever since.
Flies and Rods.
firemen lately joined the Salvation
The heather thrives in great profu
Although there are more than 1,000 Army- and that our board of directors
sion on the rocky slopes of the Tuscan styles of flies manufactured for an discourages
poker and beer.”
Alps in North Italy and on the moun glers, the Old standard flies, first pat
“That’s
moral
influence,” said the
tain sides in Corsica. A little is also terned in England over a hundred
as he brightened up, “and you
to be found in Algeria, though this is years ago, are still regarded with favor traveler
not of a sufficiently high quality to be by sportsmen. Makers are turning out may give me a ticket to New York.”—
used for the best English pipes. A new flies every day and adding to the Washington Post.
few years ago the plants flourished on list kept by sporting goods houses, but
Dear Little Mary Jones.
the French side of the Jura mountains, expert fishermen find that some of the
At the great exposition in Omaha it
but this supply has long since been ex old patterns cannot be improved upon. was the custom for the people to regis
hausted.
The coachman, grizzly king, professor, ter or sign their names in the different
The only brier to be obtained at the brown hackle and black gnat files are state buildings. People who registered
present day from France grows in the over 100 years old and still hold the were asked to give their occupations,
Alps Maritimus, near Nice, but even fisherman’s affections.
so that the book read like this: “John
in this neighborhood the root is so
Another thiig noticeable is the differ Smith, farmer;” “Thomas Brown, car
scarce that it would not pay the peas ence in the fishing rods. Years ago a penter,” and so on.
ants to work it. Hence there is no man would whip a stream with a rod
A little golden haired girl asked that
such term as “French brier.”
weighing from 9 to 12 ounces. The she might register. She was told to
rods of the present day run from two write her name and occupation, and
Dodging Shell. In Battle.
to five ounces in weight. The rods are
An old army officer, speaking of now built on different lines and are this is what she wrote: “Mary Jones;
dodging.shots and shells in battle, said shorter. A good, serviceable five ounce I help mamma.”—Kansas City Journal.
that in all his years of experience he rod is about nine feet long. Almost
Easily Accounted For.
had only seen three or four shells actu everything used by fishermen nowa
A Kansas writer, after contemplat
ally in the air, and they came from the days is constructed on more scientific ing the statistics which show there are
gun be himself fired.
principles.—New York Mail and Ex fejver marriages in January than any
He explained that there are a few press.
other month in the year, hunts far for
guns with somewhat slow muzzle ve
a psychological reason to bring to bear.
Not Impressed.
locity, and the men firing these can
Nothing shocks the devotee of won It is not a problem for psychology, but
sometimes catch a glimpse of the
for plain common sense. The fact is
shells in their flight, but It would be der more than the complacence with that
after spending all their ready cash
which
the
native
of
a
town
in
which
is
impossible for any man to see a shot
situate some so called wonder of the for Christmas presents the youth of
coming toward himself.
land have no money to spend for
Dodging shells is done by getting un world views the phenomenon. It is the
weddings.—
Chicago Times-Herald.
well
nigh
impossible
to
remember,
der cover Immediately before a gun is
no
matter
how
surprising
a
thing
may
actually fired.
A Poultry Problem.
“For instance,” said the officer, “if I be on first sight, that it will pall upon
A Somerville man borrowed a neigh
were climbing a hill, at the top of the vision after seeing it for 20 years
which a gun was directed against me, or so. It was under circumstances like bor’s hen on the pretense that he want
I could tell exactly when a shell was this that a resident of Seattle, who ed her to sit. As soon as he got the
likely to come bounding along. Be had made the long journey from his hen he broke up the sitting habit and
fore the order is given to fire the men home with the express object of gaz got her to laying eggs. In the next
in charge of the piece ‘stand clear,’ ing at Niagara falls, met a' callous six weeks sbe laid two dozen eggs.
and that is the warning note, so to omnibus driver. Seated in the vehicle, These he sold for 40 cents a dozen, and
speak. Keep your weather eye on the the tourist exclaimed, “Isn’t that won with the 80 cents that he got for them
he bought the hen. Now the question
gun directed against you, and when derful!”
The omnibus driver threw cold water arises whether the original owner of
the gunners stand clear you dodge the
on his enthusiasm by answering: the hen was fooled or not—Somerville
shot.”—London Standard.
“Humph! Nothing very wonderful Journal.
about it. It goes over, I suppose, be
Some One Was Tempted.
A Misleading; Item.
In the course of an address delivered cause it can’t help it.”—Kansas City
Johnny—Old Mr. Skinflint must be
one afternoon at Mount Hermon Mr. Independent.
an awful generous man.
Moody referred to a wooded elevation
His Father—Why?
Tltong’lit He Was a Pagre.
as “Temptation point.” One of the
Johnny—The paper says he constant
When the Marquis of Ripon in an
trustees remarked that he had never amiable way wandered about the Mas ly keeps a good watch on everybody in
heard the spot called by that name be sachusetts statehouse one afternoon in his employ.—Jewelers’ Weekly.
fore.
the spring of 1871, he sat down beside
“Neither have I,” the speaker re a young man who was occupying a cor
Japan is. a corruption of the Chinese
plied.
ner of one of the leather sofas. The word Shi-pen-kue, which means “root
“Why did you hit upon sneh a name young man had a bright face, with a of day,” or “sunrise kingdom,” because
as that?” came the inquiry.
quizzical look to his mouth, and now Japan is directly east of China.
“Oh,” said Mr. Moody, “because I and then a twinkle came to his eye as
thought that some day some one might he talked. The marquis talked a little
Saved the Edition.
Sir Frederick Gori Ouseley used to
be tempted to erect a chapel for us on condescendingly to the young man at
that point!”
first and Jn a moment betrayed the fact tell a story about tlie famous Claren
The remark was duly repeated, and that he thought his companion was a don Press, at Oxford, which shows
his wish has since been gratified, for a page.
how very easily serious blunders may
beautiful stone chapel now adorns the
“But I am a senator,” said the young be made. It was when a new edition
little hill.—San Francisco Argonaut.
of the Bible was coming out, and not
man, smiling.
“What!” said the nobleman in aston till the final revision of the text, when
A SO U N D SLEEPER.
ishment, looking at the smooth face of in another moment it would have been
irrevocably fixed in immortal type, that
The Traveling Man’« Story to Provo the young man.
That He Was It.
“I am a senator, elected from a dis the printer was discovered to have
A small knot of traveling men were trict in the city of Boston,” was the given the following “free” rendering
of I Corinthians xv, 52;
congregated in the lobby discussing reply again.
“The trumpet shall. sound * * * and
the vagaries and weaknesses of that
“Were you born in the city, too?”
we shall be hanged!”
noble animal, man, when Mr. Brandon said the marquis.
Travers, a St. Louis textile man,, joined
“No.”
the discussion.
A Novel In ■ Nut.helL
“Where,' then ?”
“Take, for instance,” said Mr. Trav
Met him.
“In the island next to yours,” with a
ers, “the marked difference in the way sharp look and a laugh in his eye. The
Met him again—in love with him.
different persons sleep. Now, With me, marquis laughed heartily, too,-and he V Met him again—no longer in love
piy sleep is always sound, and an made mental note of the name and with him, but he in love with me, be
earthquake wouldn’t disturb me ordi face of young Patrick A. Collins. When cause I am so beautiful,
narily, but if any one comes In my the two met in England in the summer j Met him again—he is still more In
room and allows the door to creak the of 1887, Mr. Collins had a warm wel love with me, dot only because I am
least bit I am awake in an instant, come from the man who had taken him beautiful, but because I am also good.
and, strange to say, if any one pro for a page in the state senate 16 years Sorry for him.
nounces my given name ever so softly before. When General Collins was
Again I met him—he is colder than
it serves to rouse me at once.
United States consul general at Lon he was. Think he has forgotten my
“I had a remarkable illustration of don, the acquaintance was renewed beauty and my goodness. I, however,
this about ten years ago, and it is one and the incident of years before laugh . am inclined to think that I am in love
with him after all. How lucky he is,
of the strangest things I ever had hap ed over.—Saturday Evening Post.
and how angry mamma will be!
pen to me.
Mamma proved to be strangely
“Of course, all of us have had our
Queer Scene at a French Fire.
ups and downs, and at the time I speak
“I happened to see the start of a fire pleased. Makes me angry, for I know
of I was rather down on my luck and in Paris,” said F. D. Higbee. “It was she is not a good judge of a young
on the careen generally. 1 had been a rather ugly blaze In a three story girl’s heart.
Flirted with him outrageously to
working in Kansas City, and after los building. I thought the department
ing out there I decided to go to New would never get there and stood jump make mamma mad—didn’t succeed.
Engaged to him—glad.
Mexico. You see, I was disgusted with ing up and down and cussing the
Married to him—sorry.—London An
Missouri and wanted a change of base. French fire fighters for their slowness.
_______________
“Though I wasn’t exactly ‘on the Presently, however, my anxious gaze swers.
hog,’ having a few stray dollars in my was rewarded by the sight of a small
For Art’s Sake.
pockets, I wasn’t what -you’d call platoon of gendarmes clearing the
“Doesn’t it make you weary to have
wealthy, and to save every sou possi street as if they were preparing for a your
partner blowing a mouthful of
ble I ‘beat’ my way as far as possible. big procession. Then along came the cracker crumbs in your ear every day?”
While skirmishing around in the Santa fire company and drew up in line in
the idler.
Fe yards I ran across a carload of front of the building. The engine and asked
“It is a bit annoying,” said the funny,
dressed flooring, a car with the end a hose cart came lumbering along be comedian of the burlesque troupe, “but
doors open.
hind, and then there was a pause, the one must endure these Inconveniences
“This was an easy mark and a real entire company standing at attention. for the sake of art.” —Indianapolis
good thing, for dressed lumber is great In a few minutes the ‘real thing,’ in Press.
J
stuff to sleep on when yon are tired the shaue of the captain a t the com-*

ana rrownmg, while he sees an the
others drink. This is making an “Olmo” of him. And woe to a president
who would make an “Olmo” of the
same man twice, for he would soon
have a knife run across his throat. It
is the frequency of such a tragic--end
that causes the police to try to prevent'
the game when possible.

higher than ten dollars, which is
also the limitation upon national
st Published Every Thursday, tt bank notes. The object of this is
to utilize the silver dollars or the
paper representing them in minor
transactions, and by thus promoting
their circulation to lessen the dan
E . S- M O S E B ,
ger of disturbance to the general
E d ito r and P rop rie tor.
system from a demand for their
conversion into gold The measure,
T h u rsd a y , F eb ’y 2 2 , 1900 as a whole, is one th at will gener
ally commend itself to the people
B y reason of the advance in of the United States, and is a long
building materials the Commission step toward a stable currency
ers have decided to postpone the system.
building of an infirmary at the
Almshouse as well as the making of
F r o m D un’s Review, «Saturday :
additions to the Court House.
Business continues larger than ever

f t THE INDEPENDENT

COLLEGEVILLE,HOHTGOM
EBYCO.PA.

lively fight on this question on the
floor of the House, as there is a
strong sentim ent in favor of govern
ment ownership of this cable.
Representative Levy, .of N. Y.,
has introduced a bill providing for
the construction of an isthmian
canal between the A tlantic and
Pacific oceans, which differs radi
cally from all previous bills. I t
provides for negotiations between
this government and all maritime
nations, with a view o f securing
their co-operation and contributions
to the cost of the canal, each nation
to contribute in proportion to its
shipping tonnage. In other words,
to make the canal an international
institution.
Exclusiveness is catching. F o ra
long time the Senate restaurant has
had one dining-room exclusively
for Senators and their guests, and
now the House restaurant has set
aside one dining-room for the exclu
sive use of Representatives. The
Senate also has one elevator used
by Senators only, but the House
hasn’t gone that far yet.

Skeleton

o f a Mastodon
earthed.

Un

The Chicago, Burlington & Quin
cy Railroad is spending in the
neighborhood of two million dollars
in reducing grades and straighten
ing curves on its main line between
Chicago and Omaha. A t Rome, la.,
the line crosses the Skunk River,
and there a gang of men have been
employed excavating for the foun
dations of a new double-track iron
bridge. A t a point fifteen feet
below the river bed, under the
quicksand and ju s t below the blue
clay strata, foreman P eter M attson
came across a T-shaped bone three
feet high and four feet eight inches
wide. I t was taken out and carried
in the tool car to Batavia, where it
now is. Those who have since ex
amined the bone pronounce it to be
undoubtedly part of the skeleton of
an animal of prehistoric times,
probably th at of a mastodon.

.
A house, lot, and blacksmith shop In
F
Upper Providence, one mile west of Yerkes
o r sale

Station. Apply to or address
JOSEPH BRUNNER, Oaks, Pa.

SOMETHING

Every woman wants. Send 50 cents,
stamps or P. O. O., and you will receive by
return mall a handsome shopping; bag or
newest style lace tie. Elegant offer ; no one
displeased. Hundreds have been sent.
J. HART, 2213 Delhi St.,
245-4tp.
Philadelphia.

Every

NEW ARRIVALS

Department

A .T R O B E S r S O I s T ’S ,
Buckwalter’s Block,

Supplied with Goods that You
will Need from Time to Time.

:

:

Royersford, Pa.

SOME FOOD FOR YOUR THOUGHTS :

We have only 5 pair of Blankets left. We
Goods at prices based upon a fair exchange offer these at a great bargain. It would be
of values, as well as at special bargain moneywisely spent to buy them for next
or rent.
winter.
A house and garden, a good chance
figures. A dollar will go a long way here.
for a day laborer. Apply to
While we have sold so much underwear,
E. W. ANDERS, Worcester, Pa.
we still have some left, and our bargains are
just as good as ever ; 50c. goods for 85c.
Children’s extra good quality pants and
or rent.
A Farm of 41 Acres, near Providence
vest, 13c and up.
You
will
find
lovely
Dress
Patterns,
Heavy
Square, Lower Providence. Apply to
We have all linen toweling at 6c. a yd., ex
MRS. MARGARET HALLMAN,
Outiug Flannel Skirts, 29c. each. Fancy
l-25-4t
Harmonvllle, Montg. Co., Pa.
Ginghams, Gloves, Mittens, Suspenders,
Silk Umbrellas.

F

F

:

Ia tlie Lines ofOr; Gosds andMotions

tra good linen toweling at 8c. yd., 18-inch
checked toweling at 4c. yd., 1 nen finished
toweling at 6c. yd., refined petroleum jelly
at 3c. bottle, Witch hazel at 9c. bottle, Falcum powder at 7c. box, Hoyt cologne at 5c.
bottle. Colgate & Co. palm soap at 5c. cake,
Fish garter web at 5c yd , 1)4 Inch velvet
skirt binding at 10c. piece, silk arm bands at
4c. pair, darning cotton all colors at 2c. ball,
Soutache braid all colors at lc. yd., finish
ing braid at 5c. a piece. These are all stand
ard goods. You know what they are worth.

at this season in amount of pay
or rent.
ments, and on the whole as large as
A house and barn (on premises known
ever in retail deliveries, though new
as the Jacob Wanner property, near Black
Rock,)
with garden and truck patch. All
transactions do not yet give assur
kinds of fruit. A good chance for an in
dustrious day laborer. Apply to
ance th at it will hold at the same
1-11.
J. I. BECHTEL, Yerkes, Pa.
rate. Conditions affecting new or
Is moving right along. Good stock passed
Mrs. Watts was 103 Years Old
ders and contracts have changed in
and a Life Loot Smoker.
st a t e n o t ic e .
over the counters at the right prices.
some respects most favorably, while
Estate of Rachael Hunsicker, late of
Mrs.
Catharine
W
atts,
of
W
est
the
borough
of
Collegeville,
Pa.,
deceased.
other changes tend to restrict oper
is hereby given that letters testa
-------- oOo--------Rockhill township, died Thursday Notice
ations for a time, but a conservative
mentary on the above estate have been
evening, at her home, two miles granted to the undersigned. All persons in
judgm ent of the conflicting tenden
debted to the same are requested to make
Seeded and Seedless Raisins, Currants, WE ARE SHOWING NEW
north of Sellersville, Bucks county, immediate settlement, and those having
SPRING STOCK
cies appears to warrant strong hope.
Citron,
Orange and Lemon Peel, New Or
claims
agralnst
the
estate
will
promptly
pre
On
October
5
next
she
would
have
A
Remarkably
Rich
Country
With lighter speculation, clearings
sent them to
leans Molasses, very best Syrup 40c. gal.,
IN THESE LINES.
been 104 years old. Mrs. W atts
Opened Up to Merchants,
ABRAHAM R. HUNSICKER,
at New York for the week exceed
Baking Syrup 5 and 8c. qt., strictly Home
Norristown,
Pa.
Miners and Farmers.
had been in good health up to a few
C h e r i s h the name of W ashington, those of previous years, and for the
SUSAN LAROS, Lansford, Pa.
----------- O Q O ------------to Geo. W. Zimmerman, attorney, Col made Mince Meat 12c.lb., nice large Prunes
“ the Father of His C ountry.” He month thus far the' increase outside
By the first of next April the weeks ago, when she suffered a Orlegeville,
Pa.
5c. lb., can corn 4 for 25c., xxxx Lozenge
performed heroic service in the New York is 3 per cent, over last completion of a new extension of stroke of apoplexy which caused
Sugar for making candy, English Walnuts,
The Carpet Department occupies the entire Second
the Burlington Railroad system will her death. She was a woman of
great contest for American Inde- year, and 25 per cent, over 1898.
Almonds, Dates, Figs, 10c. lb., Cranberries.
i r e ! f ir e t — n o t ic e .
remarkable
vitality
and
was
con
open up an entirely new section of
The members of the Mutual Fire In We have a few bushel sacks of Fine Salt at
dendence and achieved victory.
Floor, and no better showing is made than is here,
scious to the end of life. She surance Company of Montgomery County 25c., worth 50c. bushel.
country.
A
territory
never
before
Human glory attaches to the vie
WASHINGTON LETTER.
are hereby notified that a contribution was
offered in Body Brussels, Ingrains, Velvets, Axminaccessible for lack of railroads, but smoked the pipe regularly all her levied on January 22, 1900, of ONE DOL
torious. Had the army of W ash From our Regular Correspondent.
C on fection ery a lw a y s fresh .
LAR on each One Thousand Dollars of Ordi
life,
and
during
her
last
ailment
up
which is wonderfully rich in min
ington been overpowered by the
nary Risks, and the Rates fixed on Preferred
sters and Tapestries.
Lowney’s Best Chocolates, Candy Toys
to Tuesday previous to her death. and Hazardous Risks, for which each mem
W a s h in g t o n , D. C., Feb. 16, 1900.
ing, grazing, and agricultural possi
B ritish troops his name would never
10c.
lb.,
Mixtures
7c.
to
25c.
lb.
Five generations of the W atts ber of said Company is insured and that J.
—N either excitem ent nor surprise bilities.
Isett, Treasurer of said Company,
have become the household word of
family
survive her. Descendants Evans
W e Carpet Cottage or Mansion, and furnish all
will attend at his office, East Corner Main
accompanied the final vote on the
W . P. FENTO N,
I t has already been completed are scattered all over the United amd Cherry Streets, in the Borough of Nor
millions of people.
Financial Bill in the Senate. I t
the Needfuls for pretty Tapestry Hangings.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
from Alliance, on the B urlington’s States and many live in Philadel ristown, to receive said assessments from
Yet who will say that the battle
was known from the first about how line in N orthwest Nebraska, 37 phia. Mrs. W atts retained all her date.
for American Independence was
Extract of Charter, Section 6.—“ Any
faculties during her 103 years of member failing to pay his or her assessment
every Senator would vote and that
Our Linoleums and Oil Cloths are designed for
miles south to Bridgeport, on the life.
not a righteous one ?
or
tax within 40 days after the above publi
L ast summer she helped
the size of the majority for the bill
N orth P latte River. From there a neighbors with their apple butter cation shall forfeit and pay for such neglect
A modern tendency on the part
good wearing qualities.
double such rates."
of many people is to overlook the would depend entirely upon how line is rapidly being constructed; cooking and attended “ snilzing”
The 40 days’ time for payment of such tax
many Senators were present when
about 100 miles, along the north parties. A t one she assisted until will date from January 29, 1900. Persons
record of the dark days during the
sending money by mail must accompany the
This Store is famous for its Moderate Prices. Its
the vote was taken. This bill ac
bank of the N orth P latte to Guern midnight. Her eyesight was better same with postage in order to receive a re
R evolutionary war, as well as the
than th at of the younger members ceipt therefor.
centuates
the
fact
that
of
late
years
J.
EVANS
ISETT,
fundamental principles of govern
sey, Wyo., which will probably be of the family, and she would notice 2-1.
large Carpet Business was built on the integrity of the
Treasurer.
all the really im portant legislation
the railroad and commercial center a pin on the floor which others
ment enunciated Rnd put in force
of Congress is rather the work of a
goods as well as the low rates at which they are sold.
of what is known as the Hartville would pass unnoticed.
by the Fathers of the American R e
conference committee than of either mining district.
public, and for this reason there is
Special Line of Rugs—all sizes. .
House or Senate. In this case, the
B E C 3 --A .3 S T
sufficient cause for grave apprehen
Three years ago, the Colorado The New Government Printing
conference committee will start out
Office.
sions.
Fuel & Iron Company, with a paid-------- oOo--------with two bills, the original bill,
The
new
building
for the Govern
up capital of $25,000,000, owning
The spirit of militarism and con
passed by the House, and the sub
quest is in opposition to our form
extensive rolling mills in Pueblo, ment P rinting office is now being
stitute bill, ju st passed by the Sen
of government and if sufficiently
Colo., began to investigate the ore erected at North Capitol and L
While we are selling Muslin, Calicoes and
ate. There is only one absolute
Ginghams at less than we would if we had
encouraged will in the course of
of this district. They mined several Streets, W ashington, and is to be
to buy them now, we still follow our usual
time change our national life into a certainty about the sort of bill that hundred thousand tons and shipped seven stories in height, and is, of
custom of holding a Special Winter Sale.
80 and 83 Main St.
will in the end be agreed to by the
313 and 315 DeKalb St.
NORRISTOWN. PA.
system of centralized powef, imper
it out to the sm elters at Denver and course, thoroughly fireproof. I t is
eonference committee, and th at is,
ialism, if you please.
at Pueblo. One year ago, the Col to be provided with twelve electric
it will retain the corner-stone of
Great Reduction in all
orado Fuel & Iron Company entered elevators which will run in shafts
---- T H E ---A case of Onting Flannels, best makes,
both bills—the gold standard.
into a 20 years’ lease of a por tion of lined with glazed brick. In case of Winder Goods: Under at 8c. the yard, worth at least 10c. Imper
T he debate in the House of Rep
feet only in this : at every one and oneWhile the opposition to the Nic the H artville mines, and since then fire, four large stairw ays will furn
resentatives on the P orto Rico bill
quarter yards there is a small hole, hardly
aragua
Canal
treaty',
because
of
its
ish
a
means
of
exit.
All
the
presses
If there is a question in your mind as
have constructed a railroad from
is attracting widespread attention.
wear, Flannelette Wrap discernible.
For this sale we will freshen our Remnant
to
whether you can own a fine time
I t is to be noted th at the P orto failure to provide for absolute Badger, Wyo., to the mines, a dis are to be actuated by electricity ;
Department, which is always one of the best
cards of the store.
piece at a comparatively low price, ldt
R icans did not have to be clubbed American control of the canal, in tan ce of 15 miles, at an expense of the larger ones are to have inde pers, Flannelette Shirts drawing
Asks,
have
you
been
in
to
see
the
We have a few of the $5.25 Ladies’ Coats
me show you my stock of watches.
at $2.00, and $6.00 ones at $1.00, to close
ere they came under the American war as well as in peace, is still quite $300,000. By the terms of the lease, pendent motors. The current will
bargains which the Annual Clearing
for
Men,
Gloves,
Mittens,
them out.
talkative
and
active,
it
is
losing,
in
be
supplied
from
an
adjacent
power
Every one is made by manufacturers of
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Company
flag. I t is furtherm ore to be taken
Sale brings forth ? This store has a
stead
of
gaining
in
the
Senate,
and
house.
Everything
is
to
be
done
world-wide
reputation and whose name
is compelled to tak eo u t at least 500
reputation of being cheaper in prices
into account th at up to this time
Silk Bonnets for Child
the
indications
all
point
to
the
rati
alone
stands
for precision and time
to
make
it
in
every
way
a
model
tons per day, and the am ount of
than some others. The healthy
th eir last condition is as bad, if not
fication
of
the
treaty.
keeping accuracy. In addition, I have
printing
office,
and
when
the
vast
ren
in
Red,
Blue,
Brown
growth
of
its
trade
denotes
such,
iron
ore
th
at
must
be
taken
out
is
worse, than their first. Sundry
myself made a critical test of every
Although neither of the reciproc increased 25,000 tons each year un number of books and docum ents
yet housecleaning makes bargains.
Republioan Congressmen are wav
til the minimum produet of 1,000 issued by the Government is con and
Green
for
39c.,
movement. They are watches that I can
ity
treaties
now
before
the
Senate
ing with one hand the flag of jingo
Keystone
Dry
Goods
Store,
tons
per
day
is
reached.
This
recommend
and guarantee. The prices
Lamps, China, Dinner, Tea
ism and expansion/ while with the has been ratified and there is no should be a sufficient guaranty th at sidered, it will be seen th at it will W oolen Stockings, Fas
are the lowest that have ever been made
be most economical for the Govern
certainty
th
at
all
of
them
will
be,
a
Main 8L, Opposite Public Square,
other they would rear a tariff wall
a period of commercial activity ment to have the best possible plant
and Chamber Sets
in Norristown on watches of equal value.
to protect sundry interests of indi new one was signed this week and never excelled in the history of the obtainable.
cinators.
W
e
have
a
new
NORRISTOWN. PA.
The ..public printfng
By buying a large number at one time
sent
to
the
Senate.
The
new
treaty
West
is
about
to
be
inaugurated
in
are all on the list at from one-fourth
viduals of the Unitefl States en
office supplies every Custom House,
enabled me to mark them at a figure
the H artville mining region.
is
with
Great
Britain
and
provides
line
of
Curtain
Goods,
Land Office, Internal Revenue
to one-half of the marked price.
gaged in various business enter
The stock business further back Office, Pension Agency, Post Office,
that is within reach of everyone. Call
FOR
for
reciprocity
with
the
Island
of
The rear department is worth look
prises. These Congressmen want
from the river is carried on exten the Consular Service and all of the Fish Net, Embroidered
and inspect them.
ing in these fine days. Something
the earth and they want it to swing Trinidad, one of the B ritish West sively, and there is reason to be Departm ents with all the blanks
you may want for the house that
their way, while consistency is Indies. Sugar and asphalt are the lieve that Guernsey will be a busy they need, this alone requiring an Muslin and Lace for Cur
shipping
point
for
live
stock.
principal
products
of
Trinidad
sent
will cost you much less now than
enormous job
printing plant.
thrown to the dogs I In relation .to
This new field of industry is a t Special attention is given to doing tain Ruffles, and the New
to
the
U
nited
Slates,
and
the
as
a few weeks later.
this issue, however, President Mc
tracting the attention of all classes work with great celerity, as is often
HOUSE
FURNISHING
phalt
beds
of
the
island
are
con
K inley’s position is beyond peradof people. The capitalist, the mer required in Congressional m atters,
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN.
Double Curtain Rod for
venture correct. In his December trolled by an American concern chant, the miner, the stockman and and in emergencies the work is
:::
GOODS
:::
message he stated the case clearly which has practically a monopoly farmer all see an opportunity Which done at night. Thus, the manu Draping Lace Curtains.
and has piled up an enormous for rarely occurs, and those who are script report of the “ Maine,”
Guns, Ammunition, Etc.
NORRISTOWN. PA.
and correctly as follows:
tune by its sale in the United States first in the field, as usual, will reap Was received at six
o ’clock
Since the cession P orto Rico has
GO
JL
*“*“1 HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
the reward. J. Francis, the general
been denied the principal markets since it came largely into use as a passenger agent of the Burlington P. M. on March 28, but complete
TOYS, ETC.,
copies bound in paper were on the
she had long enjoyed, and our street paving material.
Railroad at Omaha, Neb., states desks of the members of Congress
58 and 60 East Main Street,
As regularly as the Legislative, th at he is every day receiving in
tariffs have been continued against
her products as when she was under Executive, and Judicial appropria quiries about the new country from at ten o ’clock the next morning.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
W IT H
Spanish sovereignty. The markets tion bill comes before Congress all sorts of people, and th at evi
A
Natural
Growler.
of Spain are closed to her products
dently there will be a steady tide of
COLLEGEVILLE,
“ How do you like this weather f”
except upon term s to which the there is a lot of talk to the galleries emigration Guernseyward during
commerce of all nations is subjected. about the civil service in Washing the coming spring.
“ Not much; I ’m feared it’s goin’
MONTGOMERY CO., PA.
to rain.”
The island of Cuba, which used to ton and the large and growing
T h e K u d er R u b b e r T ires
“ Well, how’s times with you ?”
buy her cattle and tobacco without number of aged and inefficient
Tlie World’s Production o f Prec
customs duties, now imposes the
“
Sorter
so
so,
but
they
won’t
are a PERMANENT improvement to your
clerks carried on the pay-rolls.
last.”
same duties upon these products as
carriage. Of course our cometltors de-ious Metals.
---AT----nounce them. That’s natural. But
“
Folks
all
well
?”
from any other country entering This week in the House, while the
ID
O
Y
O
U
The year 1899 would have been a
her ports. She has, therefore, lost bill was under discussion, the same
“Yes, but the measles is in the
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glass,
her free intercourse with Spain and old talk was engaged in, but there record breaker in the production of neighborhood.”
Putty, Brushes, etc.
Cuba w ithout any compensating was an addition in the shape of a gold, bad it not been for the condi
“ Well, you ought to be thankful
BICYCLES, Bicycle Sundries, Electrical
“ They ride like cushions.” “ Waqfdn’tdO-»
benefits in this market. Her coffee
Supplies, Incubators, etc., it will be
tions in South Africa, but it is esti you’re a-livin.”
without them.” “ Save their ccettiR a searfew
breezy
and
truthful
remarks
by
to
your
interest
to
examine
my
son,”
&c., &c. No more argument-needed.
was little kfiown and not in use by
“I reckon so, but we’ve all got to
mated the production will amount
Btock
before
making
your
R
epresentative
Hemenway,
of
Ind.
die.”— A tlantic Constitution.
our people, and, therefore, there
purchases. I have the
was no demand here for this, one of He told the House—what every in to 968,000 pounds. The WitwatersAll Departments Folly Stocked Get Your Repairing Done N&w.
agency for the
rand
will
probably,
after
peace
has
her chief products. The markets of telligent person in Washington
T H IS S P R IN G ?
With Choice Goods That
Syracuse Plows. Peerless Incubators and
the United States should be opened knows to be the tru th —th at the been restored, produce 5,000,000
No better time and we are specially fitted
Brooders have no superior, and can be seen in
for this work. Of course we do'it right.
Will Please Bayers.
operation at our store. Electric Blue Flame
up to her products. Our plain duty
and
the
other
districts
in
Africa
I f so, write to or come and see Oil Stoves for cooking are perfect. Vapor
is to abolish all custom s tariffs be reason there were incompetent 250,000 ounces, or approxim ately
and gasoline stoves oi the best makes, and
us. Our Stock la Complete.
clerks
in
the
government
depart
tween the United States and Porto
can be had here at the right prices.
double
the
production
of
1897.
The
Ten (10) styles of Dress Plaids, all new KUDER,
Prices Right.
Rico, and give her products free ments was that whenever the bead
A nice line of Spalding’s Sporting Goods, patterns, 12c. yard.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
access to our markets.
of a departm ent attem pted to-weed United States, A ustralia, and Can
fishing tackle, etc. Blacksmiths’ Supplies.
ada also contribute an increase, so
out the incom petents he was bully th at the tw entieth century will
Blacksmiths’, Painters’, Plaster
Expert Repairing
A C u r r e n c y bill, of more than ragged by Senators and Representa commence with a yearly production
ers’, Wheelwrights’ and
ordinary
importance,
recently tives to stop. He cited one case in of about 1,014,000 pounds, of a
of Agricultural Machinery, sewing machines,
Mill Supplies.
pumps,locks, guns, bicycles, etc.
passed the Senate' by a vote of 46 which fourteen Senators insisted value of $305,360,000, which means
In the Line oi SHOES
A Special drive in Ladies’
th
at
the
output
of
gold
alone
will
Lawn Mowers, Scissors and Saws sharp
to 29. Its essential provisions are upon the retention of a clerk known exceed by $119,000,000 the average
Housefurnishing Goods. Ground Oyster ened and Keys fitted.
Flannel Skirting, at 10c. yd.
th a t the dollar, consisting of twenty- to be incompetent. I t is notoriously production of, gold and silver com
Bicycles built to order and parts of every
Shells, 100 lbs. for 75 cents.
five and eight-tenth grains of gold, true th at every departm ent of the bined in the years between 1866 and
description supplied. Wheels cut down and
Zaza Quilting in different styles.
re-enameled ; Tires vulcanized. Repairs
nine-tenths fine, shall continue to government carries on its rolls 1870. From the discovery of Amer
Cotton and Wool Bed Blankets, all prices
" W o m e n
guaranteed at prices you can afford to pay.
and styles.
be the standard unit of value and clerks who do little or nothing to ica up to the year 1899, there were
—AND—
Thankful to the public for past favors, X
produced 32,514,329 pounds of gold.
Some rare bargains in 5 A Horse Blankets
th a t “ all forms of money issued or earn the salaries paid them, and it
invite continued patronage.
and Chase Robes.
coined by the U nited States shall is also notoriously true th at only
Get our price on these goods before you
Weighed 537 Pounds.
be maintained at parity of value those incompetents who have Con
purchase.
Or whatever Jo b Printing you
To fit the feet and suit in price and style.
William
H.
Lotz,
believed
to
be
with this stan d ard ” and United gressional “ pull” are able to hang
If you have failed to get suited in other
may need from time to time, at
2
and
3
Ply
Tar
Roofing.
207
Bridge
Street,
the
heaviest
man
in
private
life
in
places come to us for a trial. We are sell
Main Street, Near Depot,
States notes and Treasury notes onto a government salary for any
ing everything for one Low Price consistent.
Building
Hardware.
Pennsylvania,
and
the
heaviest
fire
the
IN
D
E
PE
N
D
E
N
T
Office.
with quality.
shall be redeemed in gold coin of length of time.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phone 12.
Phoenixville, Pa.
Senators do not seem in any man in the U nited States, died at
such standard. The second section
Wilson Bene Mills. Crushed Oyster Shells
Women’s Shoes, B, C, D, F, EE wide, at;
We will try to serve you well
in 100 lb. bags.
$2.00. All kinds of Shoes for men, suitable,
provides for a gold reserve of$150r hurry about the Quay case. A Reading on Friday. He weighed
for the season.
TT B. TONG A SON,
and give full value for value
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
000,000, to be maintained solely for caucus of the majority was held this 537 pounds. n Much difficulty was
— IN THEIR —
received.
the redemption of these notes, to week, and a steering committee experienced in measuring him for a
FREUD’ S Hand-Made SHOES
suit
of
clothes
and
it
took
two
men
be replenished by the exchange of named to look after the legislative
AND SWEET, ORR & CO.’S COATS AND
notes for gold or by loan if neces programme, but not a word was said to perform the task. His measure
---------oOo--------PANTALOON8.
sary. This is the practical portion about the Quay case. The present ments were : Coat, 58 inches around
(Next door to Register Office,)
of the act which gives it value understanding is that the Hawaii the chest, 18 inches around the
E. G. Brownback,
beyond the" mere theoretical declar bill and the P orto Rico bill are to arms, and vest 58 inches around the The Independent,
TRAPPE, PA.
Norristown, Pa.
ation. Associated with it is the have the right of way in the Senate chest. I t took 5^ yards of goods
Are ready at all times to give their patrons
to make up a suit for him, his
section which revises and harm o until disposed of. The Porto Rico
first-class service. Just such meals as you
trousers alone taking alm ost three
w an t; all the delicacies of the season, and
P. BALDWIN,
nizes the present laws covering the bill will be taken up in the House yards. The dimensions of the lat
Collegeville, Pa*
•
Co lle g e v ill e , Montg . Co., P a .,
the best of everything the market affords.
issue of gold certificates.
The Monday.
ter were : W aist, 72 inches ; abdo
Oysters served in every style.
rpHOS. B. EYANS,
T reasury notes of 1890, issued for
Real Estate and Conveyancing*
The House Committee on In te r men, 77 inches ; seat, 75 inches ;
A home-like place for country people and
Loans Negotiated. Contracting and Build
the purchase of silver bullion, when state and Foreign Commerce de thigh, 40 inches, and ankle, 22
G en eral B usiness A gent,
townspeople to be served with meals or
ing. Estimates Furnished.
inches. The direct cause of death
ever received into the Treasury, are cided by a vote of 8 to 5 In favor of was gangrene, which had its origin
Five hundred farms, houses, stores, hotels,
lunches. Remember the place, No. 5 West And dealer In Stocks, Hotels, Business Oppor
and ali sorts of business places for sale and
Main 8treet, next door to Register Office,
to be retired and cancelled and re the laying of a Pacific cable by a in a small wound in the foot, in
tunities, Real Estate, Insurance, &c.
for rent on reasonable terms.
o r r is t o w n h e r a l d bo o h and a few steps from 8wede Street.
Properties in the Sunny South a specialty.
placed by a corresponding amount private company and the payment flicted more than a year ago. The
415 Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Fine opportunities for the farmer and the
of silver certificates, representing of an annual subsidy for twenty gash healed and apparently was
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Keystone ’Phone, No. 27. Beli, No. 18V.
6oc. business man. Fertile soil. Two to ten'
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given 'VYOTICE.
dollars per acre. Healthy and genial climate.
the silver dollars coined from this ¿•ears by the government for the sound and healthy until six months
special attention. Magazines bound and and AN All fox hunting on my premises for
All information and a fine display of the
ago, when it broke open and the
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti bidden under penalty of the law.
bullion. Silver certificates are not use of the cable for government malady which caused his death set
different products that can be raised in the
or k a l e .
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
JOHN R. SHIRLEY,
South
at office, free of charge. Call anct
A light road cart in good conditio«.
to be issued of denominations messages. There is likely to be a in.
hear what we have to say.
21dec,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
Lower Providence, Pa. Apply at
THIS OFFICE,
D r. D. K. P e a r s o n s , of Chicago,
who has already given away two
and a half millions of his fortune to
colleges and charitable institutions,
is preparing to dispose of the re
m aining million and a half in the
same way, with the provision that
he receive an income of $30,000 a
year for himself and wife during
the remainder of their lives. Dr.
Pearsons will be 80 years old in a
few weeks.
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Our Boot and Shoe Trade

: FINEST GROCERIES :

F

A Great Bleached
And Unbleached

M

February

u s l in

S alb

J a n u a ry 17.

B r o n d l i n g e r s ,

Sales.

-A .noth.er S p e c ia l.

W-ATCIIES&*

BIG STORED

-: MORGAN WRIGHT :-

HARDWARE

J. D. Sallade,

H. E. Elston,

1 6 E a s t M a in S t.,

No Trouble

Mrs. John I . Barrett

ODR TIRES

SEASONABLE GOODS

RIGHT PRICES.

Intend * t o : Build

Hear What Onr Customers Say:

Marshall ani CUM Sis.,

Onting Flannels, - - Shaker Flannels,
a i All-wool Flannels.

Get Your

Posters

Just-yat-n-want !

F o r M en ,

I . H. Benjamin & Co.

C h ild r e n

GEORGE F. CLAMER

NEW RESTAURANT,

H . L. NYCE,

No.- 5 ¥. Main St., - Norristown, Pa.,

6 E. M A IN ST.

K

N

F

gained five members of Town
»UBLIC SALE OF
Council. The last Council stood
Ben
Groorae
will
move
to
Pboe® T H E INDEPENDENT I
Miss Marion G. Spangler,
L ast Saturday ushered in a snowSteward Alderfer did tom e exten
22 R epublicans and 8 Democrats.
FRESH COWS!
T. nixville shortly. He occupied a
A t tbe next organization it will
sive pork butchering at the Alms storm. Toward eveuing the indi daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H
part
of
the
house
of
Wallace
Rambo
COLLEGEVILLE.
TERMS — $1.00 PER YEAR
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
house, Monday. A sausage 64 feet cations were th at the blizzard of Spangler, entertained the young at Green Tree, which is for rent as
stand 17 Republicans and 13 Dem FEBRUARY
26, 1900, at Snyder’s Hotel,
IN A»VANCE.
ss
One hundred and nineteen votes ocrats.
4 inches in length was a noteworthy last February was about to be ladies of Ursinus College at her soon as Groome moves out.
Centre
Square, 30 fresh cows, direct from
home last W ednesday evening at a
duplicated,
but
after
a
snowfall
of
"
Juniata
and Cumberland counties.
feature ©f the d ay ’s work.
were cast at the election in tbis
Each of the
,They are a lot of good sized, well
“ There is no little enemy.” Little im
John C. D ettra, who is with Jas.
about twelve inches in depth the Valentine party.
borough, Tuesday. Of tbis num purities in the blood are sources of great snaped cows—big baggers and milkers, and
T h u rsd a y , F e b ’y 2 2 , 1900
stars peeped out and Sunday morn guests was requested to write an M artin, dyer and printer, Richmond
Matrimony.
all are money makers for purchasers. Every
ing was bright and clear. A num original verse for a valentine. The and Tioga streets, Philadelphia, ber O D ly eleven tickets were voted danger and should be expelled by Hood’s cow will be sold for the high dollar, rain or
February 14, at the home of the ber of the cross-roads became much greeting which was regarded as spent Sunday at his home here at straight. The Couucilmanic por. Sarsaparilla.
shine, and FOR CASH ; no discounts, to
John H. Bartmau its authorized
pay, no notes to attend to. Sale at 1 o clock.
io collect amounts due The Inde bride, by the Rev. J. T. Meyers, of drifted and travel in various direc most unique was th at written, by Perkiomen.
tion of the ticket was the bone of
WM. E. BEAN.
pendent, and receive the names Oaks, Mr. Melville C. Shull and tions was seriously impeded. No Miss Lillian Lutes, who was pre
RFHAN8’ COURT SALE OF
contention. The result, as given
Mrs.
John
McCurdy,
wife
of
our
Miss
Minnie
S.
P
orter,
both
of
sented
with
a
large
and
beautiful
of new subscribers.
o
trolley cars from Norristown leach
ticket agent here at Perkiom en,
jpUBLIC SALE OF
Montgomery county.
ed here Sunday, and it was late valentine. “ A floral romance" flraB with her children, is spending some hereinafter, was brought about as
REAL ESTATE
the
name
of
a
game
which
proved
follows
:
A
large
number
of
Republi
Sunday night before travel over the
AND PERSONAL PROPERTY 1
very entertaining. In this Miss time with her parents and friends cans joined hands with an almost
CHURCH SERVICES.
OHIO COWS!
Norristown Markets©
line was resumed.
iu
New
York
city.
By
virtue
of an order of the Orphans’
Mary Markley carried off first prize,
Will
be
sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
Episcopal service a t • St. Jam es’, Evansburg,
united
Democracy
and
together
Court
of
Montgomery
county,
the
under
L ast S aturday’s quotations :—
which was a beautiful boquet
Celebrated Hie 99th Birthday.
Melvin Shull and Miss Elm ira
every Sunday a t 10.30 a. m. Sunday School, 2
signed will sell at public sale, on the prem MARCH 2, 1900, at Spang’s Lamb Hotel,
they
voted
for
Keyser,
republican,
Eggs,
22c.;
beets,
8c.;
cranberries,
Trappe,
25 fresh cows and springers
ises, in Ironbridge, Montgomery county, Pa ,
p. m. Also a service a t Royersford a t 3.16 p. m.
P orter were married on W ednesday
Rev. John Naille, the oldest Re holder.
15c.; butter, 35c.; cbickens, 16c.;
on THURSDAY, MARCH 8, 1900, the fol Jg 'ja^ llre ct from Ohio. These are extra
and
Yost,
democrat,
for
Town
Rev. A. J . Barrow, rector.
evening
by
tbe
Rev.
J
.
T.
Meyers.
lowing described real estate belonging to the fine, large and shapely cows and big baggers
turkeys, 25o.; tomatoes, 20c. quart ; formed Church clergyman in, the
Tossed by a Bull.
A band of serenaders gave him a Council, defeating R oberts, repub estate of Andrew Loux, deceased : A mes and milkers—the kind that all purchasers
On and after Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 30,
United States, celebrated bis 99th
cauliflower,
15
to
18c.;
oranges,
35
and tract of land fronting 60 feet on are looking for. Also 2 stock bulls. Come
morning service will be resumed a t St. Paul’s
A young bull purchased at the send-off, and tbe groom shelled out lican, and Moser, whose name was suage
birthday Suuday at his residence at
the Perkiomen and Sumneytown turnpike, to this sale, gentlemen, aud putin your bids ;
Memorial near Oaks. Services a t Union church to 50c.; string beans, 70c. half-peck.
more liberally to the members of on the democratic ticket.
sale
of
F
rank
A
nders’property
near
Trappe.
Rev.
Naille
occupied
the
The and having a depth of 160 feet, and contain we can furnish you with what you want.
near Audubon discontinued for the winter and
rain or shine. Sale to commence at 1
pulpit forty-nine years, and during N orritonville on Thursday went on the band than the fifteen to one, or chief issue th at lead to the result ing 85 perches of land, more or less. The Sale
spring. Throughout the year a t S t Paul’s
Death at the Almshonse.
JgggjjL improvements are a 2% story brick o’clock. Conditions by
Memorial a t 3.30 p. m ; during the winter and
that time had six charges. He the rampage shortly after changing spend fourteen to get one, groom
& FLUCK.
stated was : Messrs. K eyser and '¡im ilffl house, with slate roof and contain. F. H. Peterman, HILLEGASS
spring a t 10.45 a. m. Sunday School service a t
Mary Jane M urray, aged 72 preached his last sermon in 1881. owners, with the result that a boy did.
auct.
■i l l liLing 8 rooms on first floor, 4 rooms
2.30. Holy Communion on the first Sunday in years, died at the Almshouse last His first charge was at Liverpool, scholar at Beyers’ school, in NorriM.
B.
Linderman,
clerk.
Rev. J . G. Francis brought his Yost were vigorously supported by I m ’laBnn second floor, and attic ; porch
the month. All welcome. Benj. J . Douglass,
Friday. Deceased leaves two sons, Perry county, Pa. He also had ton township, bad an unpleasant ex newly made bride to visit his par those who maintain th at the bor front and side of house. Also 1% story
frame shop, containing 2 rooms ; with porcii
rector.
»UBLIC SALE OF
who reside in Norristown. In ter churches at Lancaster, Pa., Spring- perience and a narrow escape from ents and friends hereabouts.
ough authorities shall proceed in in front. An abundance of fruit and shade
St. Duke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. ment at burying ground on the
trees on the premises. This property is
being gored to death. As the ani
field,
O
,
Buffalo,
In
d
„
and
TowaS. 1». Messinger, pastor. Sunday School a t 0
Monday was a very cold day, and due time and place a sidewalk eligibly located and deserves the special at
mencin and Wentz church, this mal passed B eyers’ school one of
FINE COWS!
a. m. Preaching every Sunday a t 10.30 a. m. Almshouse farm yesterday.
Old
Probabilities has been mixing along Main street in front of the tention of anyone desiring a nice home.
county.
His general health is the boys made an attem pt to stop
and 7.30 p. m. Prayer meetings : Junior En
Also at the same time and place will be
Will
be
sold at public sale, on THURS
his
drinks,
for
when
be
says
cold
it
College property, pay for the job sold a lot of household goods, including DAY, MARCH
deavor, Sunday, 2.30 p. m.; Y. P. S. C. E., Sun
his flight. But the bull, wild with
good.
,_____________
Something New.
8, 1900, at tbe residence of
blows
warm,
and
when
he
says
bureaus,
chairs,
tables,
beds
and
bedding,
day, 6.30 p. m.; congregational, Wednesday,'
out of the borough treasury aud
fright, would not be stopped. I t
tbe undersigned in Worcester township, one
dishes,
pans,
cooking
utensils,
&c.
All readers of the I ndependent
warm
it
blows
cold.
W
ell,
there
is
His Blow Cost Him $1500.
7.30 p. m. Catechetical class, Saturday, 2.30
mile-and a half east of Fairview Village, 40
then collect the am ount of money
ran at the boy, lowered its head
Also the same afternoon at Collegeville,
p. m . All are cordially invited to attend the are invited to see the “ G reat nov
cows. About fifteen
more or less blow in about all the thus expended from the College Pa.,
The
jury
in
the
case
of
Miss
and
tossed
the
youngster
high
into
will
be
sold
the
contents
of
a
shoe
store,
I r K —the number are fresh and the
services.
elty of the season,” the “ Butcher Marne Evans, of Phcenixville, the air. In his descent the boy weather we are having, and will be corporation. Roberts and Moser consisting of a large variety of boots and remainder
are close springers. The lot in
shoes and rubber wear for men, women and cludes a number of thoroughbred Jerseys,
Dower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev. Display,” in S tritzinger’s window, against Lawyer E. L. Hallmau, of
lodged on the bull’s back and rolled uutil the ground hog comes out were heartily endorsed by those children.
O. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30 corner of Main and Cherry streets,
and several three-year-old grade Jerseys, and
again,
and
tue
old
goose
has
been
Sale of real estate at 1 o’clock, and at the all are high grade dairy cattle in prime con
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7 Norristown. He has a large assort Royersford, for $5,000 damages for off little the worse for his rough given the contract to hatch out a who are not in sym pathy with such
shoe
store
at
Collegeville
at
3
o’clock.
Con
contemplated
action
on
the
part
of
his
m
altreating
her
was
given
to
dition. Also a manure spreader in good
expérience.
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
ditions by
ANDREW W. LOUX,
ment of candy, representing ham, the ju ry at W est Chester, late F ri
dozen or more goose bones.
order. About 25 thirty and forty quart milk
the
borough
authorities,
for
the
Administrator.
Dower Providence B aptist Church. Preach sauer kraut,
cans; Star milk cooler in excellent condition.
bacon, half-smokes, day afternoon, and, after being out
sufficient
reason
that
there
are
A
’possum
roast,
chicken
stew,
Shooting Match at Perkiomeu
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every scrapple, sausage, etc.
Sale at 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
serious
doubts
as
to
whether
bor
one hour, returned a verdict for
E. W. ANDERS.
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Gourson, pastor. Bible
and oyster supper was given the
pURLIU SALE OF
Bridge Hotel.
L. H. Ingram, auct. W. H. Moser, clerk.
school, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
$1,500. The case has elicited much
Evergreen Club at the Perkiomen ough money thus expended can he
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
A live bird tournam ent was held Cafe on Thursday evening, and an collected by process of law from tbe
Board Meeting.
interest, and it is understood an ap
second Sunday evening a t 7.80; Bible school,
at Bower’s Perkiomen Bridge hotel enjoyable time was had. The presi College corporation ; as well as by
Personal Property !
UBLIC SALE OF
peal
will
be
taken'
by
the
defend
The
w
inter’s
meeting
of
the
Sundays, a t 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
last
Thursday
afternoon.
The
at
those
who
do
not
perceive
the
ant.
Lawyer
Hallman
was
accused
dent
made
an
address,
and
then
the
Board of D irectors of Ursinus Col
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
days a t 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
of putting the plaintiff out of his tendance was good, and notwith club made for tbe good things to necessity for the construction of FEBRUARY 23, 1900, at the residence of
Personal Property !
Augustus Dutheran Church, Trappe. N ext lege will be held this day, Feb. 22,
the
undersigned, near the Quaker Meeting
standing a rather high wind the eat.
tbe walk at all. Of course there
Sunday services a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t in the M anufacturers’ Building, house and striking her with his fist
house
in
Upper
Providence
township,
the
Will be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY,
shooting was of the expert order.
were a lot of little, petty side con
1609 W alnut street, Phila., at 3 duriug a quarrel.
8.60 a. m. Catechetics Saturday, 2.30 p. m.
personal property : Horse, 5 years FEBRUARY 27, 1900, on the premises oF
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. siderations thrown in, but the main followingold,
Summaries : F irst event, sweep16 hands high, fearless of steam John Latshaw, in East Pikeland township,
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. No o’clock p. m. The Board holds
and trolley. Alderney cow,
Death o f a Well-Known Insur stake shoot, 7 birds—Trumbauer, Daniel Williams, residing on Basin issue was as stated. P artisan poli
half-mile south of Spring City, the following
service next Sunday. The pastor is in attend three m eetings a year, two of which
will come in profit s o o n _____ live stock and personal property, viz : Five
6 ; Gross, 5 ; Emmers, 5 ; Buck- street, Perkiomen.
ance Man.
ance a t the yearly conference in Dancaster.
tics cut no figure in the fight; at
are held in Philadelphia, and one,
heifer, 4 ducks, 10 pair chickens,
■ horses, 14 cows, 4 heifers, 14
In a near-by borough lives a man the bottom of it was tbe college road cart, lot of heavy and light harness,
shoats, 200 pair chickens,
Andrew Supplee, aged 66 years, waiter, 6 ; Nyce, 3 ; Tyson, 4 ;
T rinity Church.—Wednesday evening prayer the annual meeting, at Ursinus Col
Columbian
Charm
range,
office
stove,
side
Ratlisnyder,
4
;
Bean,
5
;
Detwiler,
.harness, and all the machinery
sidewalk
question,
first,
last
and
all
whose
liver
weighs
eighteen
pounds.
meeting a t 7.30 o’clock. Catechetics omitted lege, during Commencement week. and Treasurer of the Union Mutual
board,
new
;
extension
table
(6
ft.)
new
;
needed on a well equipped farm ;
4
;
Harris,
6.
Second
event,
sweepthis coming Saturday. Sunday : Sunday School
I f his liver weighs so much, what the time. Time will dem onstrate kitchen table, 6 cane-seated chairs, new ; 6 also 2 good
F ire Insurance Company since
buffalo robes aud a No. 1 Prair.e
a t 9 o’clock, a m., and preaching a t 10 o’clock ;
stake
shoot,
7
birds—Trumbauer,
5;
will
his
lights
weigh
?
Light-weight
tbe
wisdom
or
unwisdom
of
the
chairs,
3
rocking
chairs,
new
;
new
parlor
State (200 eggs) incubator, and many other
1887, died suddenly at his home in
Died, Aged 98.
the Junior C. E. prayer service a t 2 p. in., and
lamp,
new
centre
table,
20
yds.
ingrain
car
Gross,
4
;
Emjners,
7
;
Buckwalter,
articles too numerous to mention. Sale to
“ voice of the people” in relation to
we suppose.
Norristown, Saturday night. Mr.
the Y. P. S. C. E. prayer service a t 7 o’clock,
new ; 18 yds. rag carpet, 15 yds. mat commence at 12 M., sharp. Conditions on
Isaac Rawn, aged 98 years, died Supplee had been complaining for 6 ; Nyce, 5 ; Tyson, 4 ; Rathsnythis particular m atter, if the elec pet,
Miss H attie Fetterolf, leader.
ting, bedstead and bedding, 2 bureaus, 2 day of sale by
H
arry
Showalter
attended
the
H. S. LATSHAW.
Preaching, by the pastor, in the Skippack- at bis home, in Perkiomenville, this some time with heart trouble and der, 3 ; Bean, 5 ; Detwiler, 3 ; H ar funeral of Mr. Rahn of Perkiomen- tion result is put into force prac washstands, chamber set, 2 looking glasses,
county,
beginning
of
last
week.
He
ville church, Sunday, a t 2.30 p. m.
tically. Candidates and figures : 6 window shades,' 3 kitchen lamps, new
was under the care of a physician. ris, 3. Third event, miss and out—
machine, tea set dishes, lot of glass T3UBLIC MALE OF
was a life-long resident of that He however attended to his busi Emmers, 3 ; Buckwalter, 5 ; Tyson, ville, on Saturday.
Burgess, Ammon Rimby, r., no washing
M. E. Church, Evansburg. Sunday School a t
dishes, knives, forks and spoons, lot of stove
locality
and
was
at
the
time
of
bis
3
;
Nyce,
missed
;
Gross,
2
;
Bean,
T hat young lady from Pbcenix com petitor on the democratic ticket, pipe, 6 milk pans, 2 water buckets, churn,
9.30 a. m. Preaching a t 10.30 a. m. and 7.30
ness as treasurer of the Insurance
death one of the oldest citizens of Company up to the time of his 2 ; Harris, 3 ; Trumbauer, 5 ; Ratb- ville who was around some time be 96 ; Tax Collector, F. C. Prizer, r., tea kettle, 2 frying pans, pots, kettles, boil
FINE HARNESS!
p. m. All invited.
Montgomery county. His wife died death. He passed away while en snyder, I ; Detwiler, 4.
fore tbe holidays soliciting sub 76, E. W. David, d., 38 ; A uditor, ers, preserving kettles, coffee pots, glass
Will
be sold at public sale, on TUESDAY,
jars, clothes basket, wash boiler, meat saw,
several years ago. Seven children joying a rest in a large arm chair
scriptions for a periodical that gave G. W. Zimmerman, r., 78, John L. cleaver, hatchet, clock, 4 bushels potatoes, FEBRUARY 27, 1900, at C. Shaw’s Hotel,
HOME ANI» ABROAD.
survive, and numerous grandchild after supper. Deceased leaves a
all tbe latest fashions, continued Yost, d , 34 ; Town Council, M. O. lot of hams, washtubs, oil stove, barrels, Collegeville, Pa., 50 Sets of Fine Harness :
License Applications.
rubber-mounted track
ren and great-grandchildren.
and discontinued stories, how to ac Roberts, r., 40, John T. Keyser, r., sad irons, lot- of old dishes, and numerous 8 sets fine8 genuine
sets fine nickel-mounted track
wife and three daughters.
All the old licensed bouses in tbe quire red rosey cheeks, hard or 74, G. W. Yost, d , 71, E. S. Moser, other articles not specified. Sale at 1 o’clock. harness,
—There now,
harness,
6
sets
fine
imitation
rubber-mounted
county have presented petitions for soft, as need, how to beat tbe beater d., 44 ; School Director, A. M. Conditions : Cash.
track harness, 3 sets fine nickel-mounted
J. ELMER EICHHOLTZ,
Eighty-Seven Years Old.
Death
o
f
Mrs.
Williard.
carriage harness, with bames, 2 sets fine
a renewal of their privileges for at cooking up sugar beets, still Halteman, r., 72, Jos. W. Culbert, Eugene Raser, auctioneer.
—I t ’s all over I
nickel-mounted light double carriage har
Jam es W. Sunderland, LL. D ,
Annie E. W illiard, wife of Philip 1900, and there are nearly the usual lives in the recollections of those r., 61, J . S. Laros. d., 66, tbe latter
ness, 2 sets imitation rubber-mounted light
—I f those who were clubbed will who for more than fifty years was Williard, died at her home in number of new applicants. The
doable carriage harness, 4 sets nickel-mount
be real nice and good for awhile the prom inent as a scholar and as an Trappe on Tuesday afternoon, aged whole number of applications is who subscribed for the paper and being elected over J . W. Culbert T3UBLIC SALE OF
ed heavy express harness, 4 sets extra heavy
who
advanced
tbe
duff
for
the
same.
by five votes ; Judge of Elections,
brass-mounted express harness,*4sets nickelnext laying on of the lash of—what educator in Eastern Pennsylvania, 67 years. Mrs. W illiard had been 256, divided as follows : 209 hotels,
mounted light express harness, 6 sets good
Personal
Property!
do you call it ?—may be done more was 87 years old on Monday. He bedfast for about ten days previous 24 restaurants, 13 wholesale dealers, They so far have not received tbe J . M. Zimmerman, r., 80, David
heavy farm or team harness, lot of halters,
received the waim congratulations to her death. Deceased leaves a 1 distillery, -5 brewers, 3 bottlers paper, and to reconcile m atters de Culp, J r., d., 3 4 ; Inspector, R. C.
mildly.
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES. team bridles, check lines, halter and hame
of a number of friends at his home husband and three children—Perci- and I agent. Tbe new applicants clare they will never, no never, pay Fetterolf, r., 78, F. J., Ashenfelter, DAY, MARCH 14, 1900, on the premises of straps. These harness are made out of the
—The “ election mule” in this in this borough. Though bis mem val Williard, at home, Mrs. Wm. include : Hotels — William H. their money in advance to any dam d., 35.
the undersigned on the Germantown turn best selected stock. In fact they are the
pike near Providence Square, Montgomery finest and best lot of harness that were ever
town was in fine kicking shape, ory as to recent happenings is some Bromer, of Schwenksvilie, and Stroud, Collegeville ; John W. For sel, or any other sell, as usual. No
BOROUGH O F TRAPPE.
county, Pa., the following personal property shown at any public sale. I invite you all to
not
take
chances
on
a
five
dollar
front and behind.
the sale and examine my goods aud
what impaired, bis strong reason Chester Williard of Mt. Carmel, rest, Consbobocken ; O tta M.
Burgess, J . Warren Royer, r., 45; •VT V 16 shoats, 100 chickens by the pound attend
gold piece two for five again.
Iiadir700 bundles of cornfodder, 200 bushels see for yourselves. Sale to commence at 1
ing powers are remarkably keen.
Daniel Shuler, c., 48. Town Coun of
Scbaettle,
Cheltenham
;
William
and
ooe
sister,
Miss
Maggie
P
rizer,
o’clock
p. m. Conditions by
20 bushels of spring rye, 80 bushels
__Those who came within range
Abe Sloan is a public spirited cil, Miles A usterberry, r., 47 ; Wil of corn,
H. B. LAPP.
William H.
of Trappe. The funeral (private) Braun, Springfield.
superior seed potatoes, Green Mountain
are glad they still live to watch
man, most accommodating.
He son Brunner, r. and c., 82 ; William variety ; 1600 pounds of Farmer phosphate. L. H. Ingram, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
Wedded Forty Years.
Stroud,
who
asks
for
a
hotel
license
Saturday
afternoon
at
2
o’clock.
“ th at mule” in the future.
had his snow plow out and made
Wagons and Harness : Two-horse farm
W ith their unbroken family of iDterment at St. L uke’s Reformed at Collegeville, and John W. F or paths to the blocks, to Oaks and Knipe, c., 50. School Director, G. wagon
with hay bed, two-horse body wagpn,
—A little liniment and a bandage eleven sons and daughters—a very church cemetery, Trappe, Under rest, of the Third ward of Consho- Green Tree. Thanks all around, W. Rambo, c., 38 ; H. S. Penny- 16 it. hay ladders, extra good express, two- pUBLIC SALE OF
packer,
r.
and
c.,
84;
Percival
W
il
bocken,
who
also
asks
for
the
same
taker
John
S.
Kepler
in
charge
of
or two will put the scribe in trim remarkable record—Mr. and Mrs.
seated carriage, wheelbarrow, sled; 2 sets
privilege, have each a restaurant Abe. John Shull was out with his liard, 56. A uditor, David Reiner, express harness. 2 bltndhalters, 2 sets single
Personal Property!
for another engagement.
E. G. Hoffman, of Phoenixville, tbe remains.
horses
on
Tuesday
making
a
pass
r., 42 ; A. D. W agner, r., 41 ; H. B, lines, set double lines, headhalters.
license at present.
celebrated their fortieth wedding
Will
be sold at public sale, on THURS
age-way through B ro k er’s lane.
Mettaacton Literary Society.
W agner, c., 41.
Tax Collected,
Machinery, etc.: Hay rake, hay tedder, im
__In the meantime no one should anniversary Monday. An interest
DAY, MARCH 8, 1900, at the residence of
proved
sidehill
Syracuse
plow,
nearly
new
;
Jam
es
R.
W
eikel,
r.,
48
;
Samuel
envy the winners all the glory that ing feature of the happy e.vent was
The Methacton L iterary Society
While the carpenters were pre
PERSONAL.
good Syracuse and Wiard plows, American the undersigned in Upper Providence town
blazes from the upper end down to the display of a picture taken of will meet in tbe Cherry Tree School
paring to put in a new table a t the Pugh, c., 47 ; Ju d g e of Elections, two-horse riding cultivator, nearly nfew ; ship, on road leading from Trappe to Roy
Miss Blanche Newmiller, of Lansspringtoothharrow, Acme harrow, ersford, \y i miles from former and 2}£ miles
the railroad bridge.
tbe father and mother in their House Saturday evening, February ford, is tbe guest of Miss K atharyn trestle works near Perkiomen Ju n c B. W. Weikel, r., 57 ; Francis Zel two-horse
one-horse cultivator, spike harrow, corn from latter place, the following personal
lers,
c.,
35.
Inspector
of
Elections,
24.
All
are
invited.
A
special
in
tion
a
cross
bull,
which
bad
been
courtship days, beside the large
marker aud corn shelter, two 80-qt. and one property : Two horses. No. 1, bay horse, 14
years old, good worker and driver.
_Gossip is conducted on the family portrait of thirteen.
vitation is extended to the students Laros.
turned out in the meadow over A. F. Bertolet, r . , 5 I ; M. H. Keelor, 20-qt. milk cans, grindstone, 100 ft. of rope
No. 2, sorrel horse, 12 years old, a
with pulleys aud hay hook, 4 sets of butch
endless chain lines.
When it
of Ursinus College to be present.
Mrs. H arry Spare and daughter, which tbe trestling is built made c., 41.
good heavy draft horse. 12 ■
ers’ rope aud tackle, 2 cleavers, knives,
reaches you, break it.
The
following
literary
program
has
UPPER
PROVIDENCE
TOWNSHIP.
cows, some fat, the rest in j
of Brooklyn, are visiting Mrs. for one of the carpenters, and said
butchers’ other tools, 4 sets traces, pair
Commissioners Appointed to
been arranged : R ecitations—-Viola Mary Preston.
carpenter made for a near-by fence
breast chains, 3 timber chains, 10 cow chains, profit. Two two-horse farm wagons, one
The
vote
in
the
Trappe,
Mingo
Hear Testimony.
— Mrs. Mary E. Keeley, of Spring
60 ft. door track, lot of iron piping, large with bed ; one-horse lot wagon ; cart, good
Auer, Nellie B. Evans, Mary Clarke,
Mrs. H annah Isett, of Sumney- in double-quick time, with the bull and Lower eleotion districts of U p apple butter kettle with patent stirrer, large as new ; manure boards, three-spring- mar
C ity, has given the Phcenixville
In the m atter of dividing Upper Joseph S. K ratz, Clarence G. Place,
after him. I t was a veritable Bull
kettle, paris greening machine, crosscut ket wagon with shaft and pole, express
H ospital $5000 to endow a bed in FUttsgrove into two separate town John K ratz, Ella M. Johnson. Read town, is spending several weeks Run. The other carpenter upon per Providence township was as iron
2 double-seat carriages, carriage
saw, one-man saw, hand and other saws, wagon,
follows
:
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
Koons.
the name of her daughter, Mrs. ships the C ourt has appointed R. ings—Chester A. K ratz, Joseph P.
maul and wedges, 2 axes, broadaxe, post pole, set hay ladders 16 ft. long with fix
the trestle began to think the bull
tures,
horse
power and thresher, Ellis make,
ASSISTANT ASSESSOR.
dog, 2 crowbars, post spade, shovels, grub
Clara Keeley Derr.
Miss Estella Brooks of Philadel intended to climb up the ladder and
Brooke Evans, Limerick, John G. Moore, Annie Smith, Mary E..
good order ; fodder cutter, Stoneback’s
bing and other hoes ; 2000 lb. beam, 500 lb. in
T.D.M.D
L.D.
Prizer
angl
A lbert
Bromer, Campbell. Music—Joseph S. K ratz, p h ia, is the guest of tbe Misses chase him off by the fuss he made.
beam, 100 lb. beam, 2 spring balances, two make ; winnowing mill, 2 No. 2 Syracuse
_Thomas Diffenbach, of Bethel, Schwenksvilie, as commissioners, Niobe Fegley, H erbert A. Truck Clamer.
j . K. Rakn, r,
33
18 ft. ladders, 20 ft. ladder, ihalf-hogsheads, plows, Spinnerville plow, springtooth har
row, spike harrow ; 8 hoe harrows, one with
We noticed a sea-gull on tbe Jos. S teady, d
Berks county, aged 80, the last of whose duty it will be to view tbe sess, Norman Hoffman, Viola Auer.
8 barrels, 3 half-bushel measures, 200 bags, corn-covering
23
attachment; sled, corn
Mr. Leidy, of P hiladelphia, is river Friday last, and its coming, Jacob K. Leidy, r,
hay and manure forks, aud many other marker, roller, grain
four generations or organ builders, proposed division line, listen to the Gazette—L. R. Kram er ; assistant,
51
drill, steeltooth horse
things
not
enumerated.
visiting
friends
in
Collegeville.
no doubt, betokened the coming of
ake, Champion mower, good hay tedder,
died on Saturday.
32
Wilson Bean, d,
Terms cash, goods to be removed in ten go-cart,
argum ents for and against the Harry K ratz. A ddress — Joseph
corn shelter, bone grinder, Spear
the storm on Saturday.
201 days. Sale to commence at 12 o’clock.
A. H. Brower, r,
hay hook, rope and pulleys, clevis, single
_Large shipments of potatoes division, if such arguments are pre Shrawder.
JOSEPH
C.
JOHNSON.
81
Solomon
H
enry,
d,
YERKES
and
VICINITY.
and
double
trees, scythe and sneathe, post
The river is full of ground ice,
L. H. Ingram, auct.
are being made by Berks county sented, and then report to the court
spade, stamper, crowbar, grubbing hoes,
JUDGE OF ELECTIONS.
and
as
it
has
been
ice-locked
two
their
findings.
Death
Separates
a
Married
Miss Hanna M. Ashenfelter was
shovels, large sledge, stone hammers, gam
farmers at 43 and 45 cents per
corn cutters, rope and pulley, maul
Couple After the Lapse o f
the guest of Miss Mary Bechtel different times it would not be ac Q. W. Bartholomew, r, 24
A DxttlNUSTRATOR’S SALE OF brels,
bushel.
and wedges, 2 broad axes, wood axe, cross
31
A Promising Event.
from Friday evening until Sunday cording to tbe signs and customs John Ashenfelter, d,
Sixty-nine Years.
cut
saw,
feed chest and boxes, barrels,
that prevail heretofore if it is not
48
A. D. Bechtel, r,
_Mr. and Mrs. Peter H artranft,
chicken coops and troughs, Plymouth Rock
The Freshman elocutionary con
David Keyser, one of tbe oldest evening.
Stocks
and
Bonds
!
frozen over again.
35
cbickens, 3 sets stage harness, set lead har
Daniel Garber, d,
of Upper Hanover township, Mont test which will take place this citizens of Montgomery county,
Mrs. J . G. Gotwals is spending a
197 On Thursday, the 22nd Day of Feb., 1900, ness, 2 sets light harness, express harness,
Howard Yocum, r,
J u s t now the brick trade is dull,
gomery county, recently celebrated (Thursday) evening in Bomberger died at his home near Black Rock, few days in Philadelphia, with her
harness, double and single lines, collarg,
84 At 2 P. M., at Corrigan’s Hotel, in the Bor cart
J . r . Bare, d,
and there is little doing in either of
their sixty-fpurth weddiDg anni Memorial Hall, promises to be an in Upper Providence township, daughter, Mrs. D. L. Trucksess
blind and headhalters, good saddle ; timber,
cow
and other chains, and traces ; large
the brick yards here. Tbe millions
ough of Spring City, Chester Co., Pa.
INSPECTOR.
versary.
interesting event. Tbe speakers Saturday night. He would have
scalding tub, new wheelbarrow, scoop shov
Miss
Eunice
‘
Logan
spent
last
of
bricks
to
be
supplied
by
the
Mcwill
be
offered
at
public
sale,
the
following
35
are well matched, which will make
M. B. Schrack, r,
els, forks, rakes, stub and corn hoes, dung
—John Shaw, aged 69 years, tbe contest a close one. Those rounded out his 92nd year had he Wednesday in Norristown.
valuable stocks and bonds, property of the hook, 2 grain cradles, corn by the bushel,
Avoy Brick Company and to be Wallace Hoyer, d,
21
lived
until
April,
1900.
He
leaves
estate
of
Daniel
Freyer,
deceased,
late
of
the
cornfodder by the bundle.
father of Ex-A ssistant D istrict A t who will participate are : Miss
47
Mr. John G. Detwiler is ju s t re sent to Cuba is off, order counter David R ittenhouse, r,
township of Upper Providence, Montgomery
Household Goods : 2 cook stoves and pipe,
torney W alter M. Shaw, died Sun Edna Loose, Malcolm Laros, Rice a wife, who is nearly 90 years of covering from an attack of grip. manded.
County,
Pa.
36
A.
T.
Reed,
d,
large cherry table, settee, chairs,
day night at his residence in N or H. Linderman, Albert G. Peters, age, and who shared with him the His son N orris is suffering from
13 Shares Girard Ave. Farmers’ Market sideboard,
I
f
you
don’t
send
your
children
190
H.
S.
Ellis,
r,
walnut bureau, washstand, large chest,
successes and reverses, the joys and
Company.
ristown.
horse
blankets,
and other tools, 2 butter
to school tbe compulsory educa
92
John H. Poorman, Isaiah M. Rapp sorrows, of sixty-nine years of his tonsilitis.
Samuel Poley, d,
32 Shares Ridge Ave. Farmers’ Market hampers, bushelmeat
and over handle baskets,
tional
law
will
get
you,
and
if
you
Company.
and
Henry
B.
Smith.
A
mandolin
life.
Mr. Keyser was the first
SUPERVISOR.
buckets, 6 tblrty-quart milk cans, 32-gallon
_The County Commissioners re
An adjourned meeting of the send your children to school with
38 Shares Home Water Co., Royersford.
copper kettle, meat bench, apple butter,
11 “
Nat’l Bank of Royersford.
16 12 185
appointed Benjamin . Thomas, of quartette will furnish several selec Superintendent of Garwood Sun Crescent Literary Society was held out being vaccinated tbe board of A. H. Hallman, r,
empty apple butter pots, and many articles
tions and a quartette from tbe Col day School upon its organization
32 “
Nat’l Bank of Spring City.
40 58 177
F. Showalter, r, «
B ridgeport, a member of the Board
Wednesday night, Feb. 21.
enumerated. Sale to begin at 12 o’clock
6% “
People’s Nat’l Bank of Norris not
health will get you. Y ou’ll be
lege
Glee
will
sing.
more
than
fifty
years
ago.
For
a
M., promptly. Conditions : 6 months credit
36
52
105 town.
John
McBride,
d,
of Prison D irectors for the ensuing
Tbe Upper Providence Alumni danged if you don’t, and be darned
all sums exceeding $15, with approved
long time he was engaged in tbe
91
17 28
70 Shares Mingo Valley Creamery Associ ou
Joseph Stearly, d,
three years.
endorser.
AMOS H. WANNER.
Proposed Trolley Liue From wheelwright business at his home Association will hold a meeting on if you do.
ation.
Wayne Pierson, auct. M. R. Wanner, clerk.
SCHOOL DIRECTOR.
Saturday
evening,
February
24,
in
$200
Bond,
Borough
of
Spring
City.
Pbcenixville
to
Bridgeport.
A
well
developed
blizzard
and
near
Black
Rock,
and
was
widely
—Joseph Cole, of this borough,
One Certificate of Membership In Mingo
tbe Mennonite school house.
cold wave visited us early Satur W. M. Hagginbathom,r ,32 45 200 Express
is visiting bis friend El. C uster in
The Phoenixville and Bridgeport known and respected as an exem
Horse Co.
35
48
195
C.
D.
Hunsicker,
r,
day morning. Out of the north and
Also at the same time and place will be jpUBLIC SALE OF
V irginia.
Electric Railway Company have plary citizen. The funeral will be
21 38
79 sold 19 acres, more or less, of wheat growing
northeast came the snow, continu Samuel G. Pnhl, d,
held to-day (T hursday), at 10 a. m.
FROM FA1RVIEW VILLAGE
82 on the Farm of the late Daniel Freyer.
21 32
H. Webb, d,
_Buried in her wedding gown of secured the right of way from Interm ent at St. Luke’s cemetery,
ing
into
the
night.
Sunday
morn
Conditions on day of sale by
and VICINITY.
Phoenixville to Valley Forge, and
REAL ESTATE 1
sixty-three years ago was an inci
TAX COLLECTOR.
ing the snow was piled in miniature
CHRISTIAN W. FREYER,
as soon as the right of way through Trappe. U ndertaker J . L. Bechtel
Administrator.
dent of the funeral of Mrs. A bra Upper Merion township is secured will have charge of the remains.
John Lewis and H erbert Titelow, ridges aud*mountains, and those W. S. Durham, r,
AND PER80NAL PROPERTY !
31 42 176 2-1-St.
ham Lesber, aged 85 years, whose
who
journeyed
to
London
ou
the
41
102
26
Jonathan
Hoyer,
d,
who
were
out
first
did
not,
like
the
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
the company will begin the build
funeral took place at Schaefferstown
cattle steam er Mackinaw, arrived early bird, catch tbe first worm, but
DAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1900, on the prem
s t a t e n o t ic e .
AUDITOR.
ing of the road. The road will be Correspondence.
ises,
In Upper Providence township, on road
The
Holy
Communion
AdminEstate of, David Reiner, late of Colhome last -week sale and sound. succeeded in getting to tbe station Lewis E. Griffin, r,
last week.
26 38 191 legeville
built from Phoenixville to Bridge
Borough, Montgomery county, de leading from Areola to the Quaker Meeting
' istered.
They
were
gone’
about
five
weeks
with
their
milk
before
the
roadways
30 42
89 ceased. Letters testamentary on the above house, A FARM containing 19 acres and 64
John A shenfelter,d,
__The raising of tomatoes and port, a distance of twelve miles, by
P astor H endricks having the ap and returned much pleased with were drifted full of snow, which
estate having been granted to the under perches of land, more or less, and bounded
carnations in Chester county hot the way of Williams Corner, Valley
TOWN
CLERK.
signed, all persons indebted to said estate by lands of Horace Ashenfelter, Thomas
their trip and with the sights of
houses is not so profitable as form Forge, P ort Kennedy, and King-of- pointment to adm inister tbe Holy London. 336 head of fat' cattle offered most serious obstacles to H. C. Harley, r,
32 45 191 are requested to make immediate payment, Kirk, and Isaac Stierly. The improvements
the
passage
of
conveyances,
more
Communion
to
his
Skippackville
are a 2% story stone house with 3
Prussia.
I
t
will
traverse
a
region
those having legal claims, to present the
erly, on account of low prices.
23 35
87 and
n i l rooms on first floor, 4 rooms on
particularly milk shippers and those John Troutm an, d,
same without delay to
noted for the beauty of its scenery congregation on Sunday morning were safely landed in London.
• i ■i HL second floor, and 3 rooms on third
JOSEPH C. LANDESf
LOWER PROVIDENCE.
last, started for tbe objective point
A lbert A. Bean is no longer in who used the train service, to fill
__Miss Elizabeth Anderson has and its bistoriacal associations.
HHHi floor ; stone outkltchen. STONE
FRANKLIN P. FARINGER,
appointments,
etc.
Snow
fell
to
the
of
destination
in
good
time,
accom
Ju
stice
of
tbe
Peace,
B.
P.
Bald
BARN
with two mows and threshing floor
the employ of John C. Morgan,
resigned as teacher in the Bridge
Executors,
and
stabling for 4 horses and 6 cows ;
depth
of
eleven
inches.
panied by J . H arry D ettra, and in having bought out a produce route
win, r, 125 ; John S. Smith, d, 159. Or their attorney,
Collegeville.
port public schools, after 30 years’
Cat Fast iu a Rat Trap.
wagon house, chicken house, pig stable,
F. G. Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
expectation of finding the road at
Services, other than Sunday Supervisor, C. C. Johnson, r, 183,
service.
corn crib, springhouse with neverfaillng
A cat belonging to Mr. and Mrs. some points impassable by reason iu Germantown.
Jam
es
A.
Morgan,
r,
183,
S.
C.
water ; also lot of fruit trees in bearing.
The members of the F irst B aptist School, at Green Tree, were dis Heiser, d, 101, Charles Smith, 99.
_A German Bible printed in Christopher Heebner, of near Eagle- of snow drifts, the party took with
or rent.
pensed with. However, the Rev.
PERSONAL PROPERTY !
ville,
had
an
experience
the
other
Church
Choir
of
Norristown
en
1732, at Frankfort-on-tbe-Main, is
A Farm of 56 Acres, or the house
them a good substantial shovel, so
Jacob G. Got waits, as old a man as School Director, C. Heebner, r, 173,
Also at the aame time and place will be
owned by Mrs. M. Lengel, of Potts- day that will make tbe feline chary as to be prepared to meet the exig joyed a sleigh ride to the residence he is, waded through the snow to I. Z. Reiner, d, 164, P. S. G etty,Sr., located In the borough of Trappe. Apply to sold
the following personal property : Bay
F. ZOLLERS, Trappe, Pa.
of ra t traps forever hereafter.
town.
mare, 7 years old ; a hog weighing
encies th at might arise.
Tbe of Tbeo. Morgan on Monday night,
d, 100, A. H. Auer, d, 129.» Tax
When Mrs. Heebner visited a trap journey to and from Skippackville being conveyed there by Jos. Heeb the station, and went to Royersford
•Y7~^»»about 125 lbs.; 75 Buff/
Collector, II. K. Koons, r, 171, A.
—Filtering plants are promised that had been baited for rats she
H ^vr^Onchln cbickens, horse power"
ner, of N orriton, in a four-borse to fill an appointm ent to preach E. Johnston, 112. A uditor, J . H.
ANTED.
was
successfully
made,
but
not
with
there.
Mr.
Amos
G.
Gotwals
of
and
thresher, Tornado feed cutter,”
by Norristown and Bridgeport discovered four imprisoned rodents
A girl to do general housework. Ap
A
nearly
new ; 2 iron beam plows—1 for one
out considerable
inconvenience sleigh. Games, amusements and Pbcenixville was in attendance at Casselberry, r, 183, J . S. Vorhees, r, W
ply
to
or
address,
water companies.
and—the cat fast in the wires of and some snow shoveling. Three singing were indulged in till a late
horse ; harrow, cultivator, single and doubleHAVERFORD HOUSE,
181, H arry Snyder, d, 102. Town
Sunday
School
at
Green
TTee
Sun
trees, cow chains and traces, post spade,
the trap. After much effort tbe cat
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
_R upert Bonsai!, of Coatesville, was liberated, more dead than alive, separate parties in their zeal to be hour. After refreshments the party day morning. Abe Sloan was out Clerk, J . Clinton Custer, r, 181, S.
shovels, 2-inch auger, grindstone, maul and
returned
to
Norristaw
n,
having
wedges, lot of harness, hand saw, work
who left $71 in the.pocket of trous- and then the rats were killed. The at the service, owing to the roads
with his soow plow and made a E. Rittenhouse, d, 102. Judge of
spent
a
very
delightful
evening.
bench, chicken coops, bags, forks, rakes,
Election, Howard N. Highley, r,
o b sa le.
. ers hanging in his room, returned cat evidently had attem pted to they had to take being so effectually
road
to
Oaks,
on
Monday.
Wagons
The Jeflerson Hall property at Jeffer scythes, 2 wheelbarrows, one new ; Ironage
blockaded by the driven snow, did Twenty-nine members of the choir and sleighs circled out around the 186, Joseph D. R ittenhouse, d, 97.
to find the money gone.
sonville, consisting of wheelwright shop on hand cultivator and seeder combined ; hay
catch a rat which took refuge in not reach the church entil those were present.
open lots, coming out into the Main Inspector of Elections, A. L. Gott- first floor and large room on second floor— and straw, cornfodder, oats, corn; also rye
the trap, and following close, his present had ju st concluded the com
the ground ; 8-spring milk wagon, good
shalk, J r., 179, John S. Casselberry, suitable for cigar factory or other manufac in
felineship was caught in the wires munion service ; but to them never
There is no better medicine for the babies road at W eikel’s gate.
$100 REWARD. $100.
turing purposes. Also blacksmith shop on as new ; lot wagon, with bed and ladders ;
d,
103.
7
thirty-quart
and 6 twenty-quart milk cans,
A road jury is asked to view
same property, all in good order. Will be
of the trap.
theless, the holy sacrament was ad than Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. Its Brower’s lane, which is to be made
The readers of this paper will be pleased
sold at the right price and on reasonable double parlor heater, good range No. 7 ;
pleasant
taste
and
prompt
and
effectual
cures
lounge, bedsteads, Singer sewing machine,
William Tod«l Elected Barges? of terms. Apply to
to learn that there is at least one dreaded
ministered. The entire service was
C. H. SHAW,
Tbis shows a spirit
disease that science has been able to cure in An Editor’s Life Saved by Cham a delightful and refreshing one, the make it a favorite with mothers and small a public road.
2.22.
Jeffersonville, Pa. 6 chairs, iron kettle, corner cupboard, and
Norristown.
other articles not enumerated. Sale at one
all Its stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall’s
children. It quickly cures their coughs and of enterprise, as said lane will be
berlain’s Cough Remedy.
difficulties attendant notw ithstand colds, preventing pneumonia or other seri put in shape, as it should have been
o’clock. Conditions by
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
F or the first time in several years
jo s ia h k : CASSEL.
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
During the early part of October, 1896, I ing. Deep love for any good cause,
IOR
SALE.
I_______
.
,
constitutional disease, requires a constitu contracted a bad cold which settled on my as for any good person, counts no ous consequences. It also cures croup and long ago. With the hedge fence the Democrats of Norristown elect
A % Violin In excellent condition. John G. Fetterolf, auct. G. W. Zimmer
man, clerk.
William Reasonable. Inquire at
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
has been used in tens of thousands of cases removed, the road way fitted up to ed a Burgess, Tuesday.
: taken internally, acting directly upon the lungs and was neglected until I feared that labor, nor sacrifices, nor gift, too without a single failure so far as we have the surface, the yearly appropri Todd, Jr., was elected by a major
FENTON’S STORE.
consumption
had
appeared
In
an
inclpent
: blood and raucous surfaces of the system*
great, or too costly.
been able to learn. It not only cures croup, ation made by the clerk of the ity of 271. He is one of the active
or rent.
„
t thereby destroying the foundation of the state. I was constantly coughing and try
A house, barn, and five acres of ground
but when given as soon as the croupy cough weather to fill this thoroughfare young Democrats of the borough
. disease, and giving the patient strength by ing to expel something which I could not.
n n u a l m e e t in o “
I
think
I
would
go
crazy
with
pain
were
building up the constitution and assisting
appears, will prevent the attack. In cases
The annual meeting of tbe stockhold in the borough of Collegeville. For par
and held the office of Deputy P ost
_ „
_
; nature in doing its work. The proprietors I became alarmed and after giving the local it not for Chamberlain’s Pain Balm,” writes of whooping cough it liquefies the tough with snow and huge drifts will be
ers of the Collegeville Ice Manufacturing ticulars apply to
master
under
the
last
Democratic
JOHN ASHENFELTER, Trappe, Pa.
cut
down
most
wonderfully.
. have so much faith I d its curative powers, doctor a trial bought a bottle of Chamber Mr. W. H. Stapleton, Herminie, Pa. “I
Company will be held at the office of Dr. E.
adm
inistration.
He
was
president
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for lain’s Cough Remedy and the result was Im have been afflicted with rheumatism for sev mucus, making it easier to expectorate, and
A. Krusen, Collegeville, on THURSDAY,
Myers and Weikel will give an
lessen? the severity and frequency of the
any case that it fails to cure. Send for li°t
of the Jefferson Club for several FEBRUARY 22, 1900, at 3 o’clock, p. m.,
or rent.
■of testimonials. Address IT. J. CHENEY mediate improvement, and after I had used eral years and have tried remedies without paroxysms of coughing, thus depriving that entertainm ent in the ball at P o rt
for the purpose of electing seven Directors
House and lot with two acres or
■& CO., Toledo. O. Price 75 cents per three bottles my lungs were restored to their number, but Pain Balm Is the best medicine
Providence on Saturday evening years. N ot ouly have the Demo for the ensuing year. By order of the Board.
disease
of
all
dangerous
consequences.
For
ground
in Collegeville. Apply to
crats elected tbeir candidate for
bottle.- Sold by all druggists. Testimonials healthy state.—B. 8. Edwards, Publisher of I have got hold of.” One application re
M. O. ROBERTS, President.
for
the
benefit
of
tbe
Republican
K
MARY V. BERTOLET.
sale by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, Col
■free.
E. A. Krusen, Secretary.
Burgess,
but
they
have
likewise
The Review, Wyant, 111. For sale by Jos. lieves the pain. For sale by Joseph W. Cul
Club.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
legeville, Pa.
bert, druggist.
. Long Sausage.

A February Snowstorm.

Voleutiue Party.

FROM OAKS.

FEBRUARY ELECTION RE*
SULTS.

P

E

F

F

F

A

F

F

Ball’s Family Pills are the best.

y f. Culbert, Druggist, Collegeville, Pa.

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

Kills Without Hitting.

What is lyddite,? The high explosive
ffe a sfe
thus called from the name of the small
Is O fte n a warning tht*
Kentish town and gunnery center
t o r p i d o r inactive.
M
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, USE
where the experiments with it were
t r o u b l e s may folio-. 1
made is nothing less than picric acid
efficient cure of iieuLU
liver t r o u b l e s , t..ko
brought into a dense' state by fusion.
Picric acid is a bright yellow sub
..Pgr
stance freely used in peaceful indus
H b &. ÏÈ. V
tries for dyeing purposes. It is ob
While they I’pu^c the r .v r, restore
full,'regular ;• ri • : <.f i ’.-j lov.-cls,
tained by the action-of nitric acid on
they do not gripe
pam. do not
phenol or carbolic acid. It burns very
S O L I D
irritate or inflame th" iuUrn. 1organs,
violently, and, owing to the tremen
but have a positive tonic erect. 20c.
at all druggists or by mail of
dous blast produced by the explosion,
C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
the destructive effect of a bursting
shell filled with it is some 11 times
greater than that of a shell filled with
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
powder.
RAILROADS.
All lyddite shells are equipped with
percussion nose fuses only; hence their
explosion takes place on impact in the
following fashion: The percussion fuse
ignites a picric powder exploder, which
in turn ignites the bursting charge of
All the Latest Styles In Soft and
lyddite, the detonation of the fuse and
Stitt' Hats at Manufacturers
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke of the two explosives inside the shell
Prices.
being instantaneous. The picric pow
der exploder, we should add, is insert
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 12, 1899.
ed in a recess left in the lyddite for
Trains Leave Collegeville.
that purpose. Lyddite shell is to some
F ob P erk io m en J u nction , B rid gepo rt
extent less barbarous than shrapnel
Full Line of Boys* and Children's Hats
a n d P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.29, 8.15
11.30 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 exploded by powder, for, though wide
and Caps.
a. m.; 6.13 p. m.
spread, its death dealing effects are
F ob A llen to w n —Week days—7.48, 10 08 due more to air concussion than to the
a. m.; 3.22, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. wounding effects of the flying frag
m.; 7.45 p. m.
38 Main St., Norristown.
ments. In other words, in the case of 263 High St., Pottstown.
Trains For Collegeville.
a
lyddite
shell
bursting
in
a
group
of
L eave P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—7.21,
9.21 a. m.; 1.36, 5.21, p. m. Sundays—7.06 men, the greater number will be killed
not by pieces of the shell, but by the
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave Bb id g e po b t —Week days —8.11, blow of the suddenly compressed air.
-S'*

SURE CORN CURE,

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

P R A C T IC A L F O R E ST R Y .
How to Make Woodland. Profitable.
Waste In Ordinary* Lumbering.

Pall Style Hats

5 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

‘ CD 7 1 0 (INVÌI VV IS
•suonai? a a g o* K$u}d

m o jj sazia
IP»—surco uiaiaqM & aA dpios -iaSuói
JU0A\ ? n q .xa^aq 3100[ £ p io 30U

h im

Aaq? pu« ‘doj aSuiaj-eo anoiC put? ‘ssan
-j«q pio jnoA ‘ssaujuq )gaq moA no
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PENNYROYAL PULS
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««> *0 an
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Safe. Always reliable. I^adlea, ask Druggist for
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Bed and
Gold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous substi
tutions andimitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4c. in stamps for Particulars, Testi
monials and “Belief for I^adies,”in letter.
byreturnMail. 10,000Testimonials. Sold by
ftU Druggists.

MBranch
UNNOffice,
&Qo.3
6iBroadway’NewYork
625 F St., Washington, D. C.

*

T H E ALBERTSON

NORRISTOWN, PA.
POLE BEANS RUNNING UPON STRING TRELLIS.

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co.-Capital 1$250,000

C H IC H E ST ER C H EM ICAL OCX.

9100 Madison Square,

PHILA., PA.

Mention this paper.

W hen in Norristown, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).
---- 0O0---E T " First-class Accommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

BLACKSMITHING
-----AND-----

CARRIAGE PAINTING
J — AT THE——

CoIleneTilieCarnapW
orts.
Good materials and good workmanship.
Special efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. Rubber Tires
a Specialty.

WM. J. OGDEN.

JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON, Treasurer and Trust Officer
■eoMPMSBPnnPBL. J9P19IL
v1
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReai
E state and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults
Send for book with full explanations.

For Farm ers to know is where to get the BEST C H O PPIN G
done anil where to get a full line of the BEST F E E D , such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. I Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
We will be glad to see you, and supply your W ANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

Y ou Can Do as
—= You -----

At Somersley we used constantly to
meet Tom Price, a great friend of the
Barrington family, a fine rider and
very greedy. One day, eating a good
dinner, he said, “This is my idea of
heaven.”
“Yes,” said a neighbor, “such a din
ner as this without money and with
out price!”
He always reminded me of the
greedy man who, coming down stairs
in the morning before breakfast, said,
“Food has not passed my lips since
last night, and tomorrow will be the
third day.”—“Sir Algernon West’s
Recollections.”

Can anywhere else by placing your orders witfai us.
tion and our work will

you. Try us.
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented, F inest stock and
designs to select from.

H

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-

H a lf

Pleasures in
IT iff» come through
¡ L i r e the ear.
■ T h e o n ly w ay to p reserv e
I th e se p le a s u re s in th e ir perI faction, a n d enjoy th e m a t
j w ill Is by ow ning a genuine

EDISON

phonograph
/the STANDARD

$20

^Produces the same results as the other famous
models of the iS e n u l n e E d i s o n P h o n o n p h t Makes records; reproduces records,
dipped with shaving device. Simplest,most
*e, and cheapest complete talking-machine.

; Th

GEM

*

7 . 5 0 n e GEM

—FOR SALE BY—

G* W. YOSf, Collegeville, Pa.
Stop in and hear the new récords.

T

S A V T n n Proprietor o f MARBLE WORKS,
• U . O ü I J jU ll,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Enterprise ■ Marble - Works.
H. E. B R A N D T , Proprietor,
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)

Monuments, Tombstones, oriTA& iNo£B8iH ™ if H MAB"
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c.,
promptly executed.
All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will he sold at
a sacrifice to make room for new work.

H. E. BRANDT, JOHN S. KEPLER,

ROYERSFORD, PA.
What the word “Sterling”
means on silver articles

Undertaker * Embalmer

THE NAME

TRAPPE, PA.

“Wheeler & Wilson”

losses through ordinary lumbering are
considerable in the aggregate. Some
of the items connected with unneces
sary waste are as follows:
Where the lumbering is done under
the system of contracts and subcon
tracts, the temptation for a jobber to
do careless work Is very great. Unless
carefully watched he Is apt to cut un
necessarily high stumps, to leave large
tops in order to avoid the trouble of
trimming off the branches, to leave
trees lodged in hard woods and other
wise to fall below Hie standard of good
lumbering.
The principal loss arising from care
less lumbering is occasioned by (1)
needlessly high stumps, (2) large tops,
(3) skids left in the woods, (4) valuable
timber used In leveling roads and (5)
destruction of small growth in felling,
skidding and hauling.
When the trees are felled by chop
ping, the stumps are cut at the point at
which the ax naturally falls when the
chopper stands erect. This is usually
about three Inches above the ground.
The majority of trees, however, are
somewhat lower, averaging about 30
inches in height. The sawyers protest
against cutting low stumps, because it
tires their backs to stoop over. Expe
rience by careful lumbermen has prov
ed that such high stumps are entirely
needless.
Where lumbering Is done under con
tract it has been the usual custom In
the Adirondacks to cut only logs which
will scale six Inches at the top end.
Where timber is cut for pulp smaller
logs can be used, and many companies
which operate their own camps compel
the choppers to cut logs as small as
five and often four Inches. The aver
age size of the top log is nearer eight
inches. There are In some cases 4 to
12 feet of wood left in tops which is fit
for pulp and which is actually so used
by many companies.
The point will at once be raised that
the tops are of inferior quality. The
reply is that many companies use this
material and that the total amount Is
so great that It would pay to utilize it
even at only one-fourth the price of the
rest of the timber.
The majority of skidways are built
of spruce. It is the custom to leave the
skids in the woods, and the owner
loses not only the stumpage value of
the timber thus wasted, but also the
advantage of future increment which
the trees would take on if left stand
ing.
Destruction of small growth In haul
ing takes place on steep roads, where
the teamsters frequently scatter spruce

plants. They are more evenly distrib
uted by the use of the cord, and, too,
the shade from the pole is avoided.
Practically no trouble from insects
or fungus attended the growing of this
crop. One variety developed a slight
tendency to pod rot at the last picking.
Red spider and mite, which have been
reported as troublesome In forcing
dwarf beans, are kept in check by
maintaining a moist atmosphere.
Where bush beans can be made a
success as a main crop, with a house
adapted for them, pole beans, we be
lieve, will be found much more pro
ductive, area for area, and hence more
profitable.
American Gardening’s forecast for
agricultural’seeds in England is, “Scar
city, poor quality and high prices like
ly, swedes and turnips by no means
promising, mangel wurzels disappoint
ing, rape very scarce and carrot seed
much dearer tl a n usual.”
F o r e s t lie p ro d u c tio n .

White pine comes up most abundant
ly after fire or windfall. The history
of burned tracts near swamps or lakes
In the Adirondack^ Is usually as fol
lows: Immediately after the fire white
birch, poplar and bird cherry occupy
the ground. The spruce and pine begin
to return within a few years and are
able to live under the other trees whose
shade Is not heavy. White birch, pop
lar and bird cherry are all short lived
trees and eventually’ die, leaving the
pine and spruce in possession of the
ground. White pine grows more rapid
ly than spruce and forms an upper
story over it. It does not cast a heavy
shade when not growing pure in dense
masses, and the growth of the spruce
Is little hindered.
It is a general law that wherever
pine occurs the reproduction of spruce
is good. Even where there are single
pines numbers of young spruce can
usually be found.

BAD
BREATH

**I h a v e b e e n using: C A 8C A R E T 8 a n d m
a mild and effective laxative they are simply won
derful. My daughter and I were bothered with
sick stomach and our breath was very bad. After
taking a few doses of Cascarets we have improved
wonderfully. They are a great help in the family.”
WlLHELMINA NAGEL,
1137 Rittenhouse St.» Cincinnati, Ohio,

Capital : $250,000.
Transacts General Trust
Business.

COPIES

Loans Money on Real
Estate or other
Collateral.

OF

^

CATHARTIC

Insures Titles to Real Estate.
WILLIAM F. SOLLY, ESQ.,

CURE CONSTIPATION. ...

Com p».j, Chlg.go, Ma ii t m l , Saw T .rk , S15

NO-TO-BAC
Sold and g u aran teed by a ll drugBRW gists to v l J S £ Tobaoco Habit.

T rust Of f ic e r .

Furniture

$ 1 . 0 0

I f you are not a subscriber,
join

the

IN D E P E N D E N T ’S

large and interesting family of
readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.
The IN D E PE N D E N T does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading m atter of an in
different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity,
of every well conducted news
The

ET* COLLEGEVILLE

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
onr customers goods at prices
never before beard of*

-0 O 0 -

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12' to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in 8olid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chair6, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet *
Sweepers, Toilet Bets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window 8hades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

readers of the

INDEPENDENT
...

and

C. J. CRAFT,

Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

paper.

«torllii»

V ic e P rest

FOR

should be the first consideration

F»L»‘*ble. Potent, Taste Good. Do
Good, Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe, 10c. 25c, 50c.

SAMUEL, E. NYCE,

T rea su r e r .

^

«ADI MARN aSMTIM»

P r e s id e n t .

The Independent

CANDY

■

Pays 2 and 3 Per Cent,
on Deposits Subject to
Cheek.
Executes Bonds on Behalf
o f Administrators,
Executors, Ec.

are its

friends and they are true to the
newspaper

that

has

served

them for 20 years and more.

m FURNISHING Z

Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
most careful and painstaking attention.

■

he

J o h n L . B e c h te l,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

If You

Signifies on Sewing Machines
The mark of genuineness,
A GUARANTEE.

’P e o n e N o. 18.

Samuel E. low rey,

Have

(Successor to Fox & Mowrey,)

Spreading: Happiness.

“I have but one rule that I follow ab
solutely in this life, and that is to make
other people as happy as possible.”
“Well,” he replied, “you ought to be
gratified then at what I heard a young
lady say the other day.”
“What was that?”
“She said that whenever she saw you
dancing she had to laugh.”—Chicago
Times-Herald.
Dibbs (facetiously)—This is a picture
of my wife’s first husband.
Dobbs—Great snakes!
What a
brainless looking idiot! But I didn’t
know your wife was married before
she met you?
Dibbs—She wasn’t. That is a picture
of myself at the age of 20.—London
Fun.

W. E. JOHNSON,

We defy competi-

Please-

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
J3F“Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5

Keeping a Few Sqaashea.

Anything
SPRUCE CUT AND LEFT BY TEAMSTERS.

(SUCCESSORS TO G RISTOCK & V A N D E R S H C E .)

brush to check the speed of the sleds.
It often happens that all the young
spruce left standing by the choppers
near such steep roads are cut to supply
the brush for this purpose, and the
stems are left lying on the ground to
decay.
_______________
P O LE B E A N S U N D E R GLASS.

Collegeville, Pa.,

A Good Forcing Crop, Affording a
New Opportunity to Gardeners.

H, GRISTOCK’S SONS,

An Embarrassing: Situation.

Great Slaughter in Prices !—Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else I d
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

SPRUCE STUMP CUT EIGHTEEN INCHES TOO
HIGH.

A Very Important Matter

Influenza Caused by Ozone.

Two Elating: Stories.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.

written by himself, which brought the
poet to his feet, bursting with rage. He
F. J. CLAMER.
said he had sat by and allowed his own
“little verses” to be appropriated with EM IL K LA U S F E L D E R , Manager.
out protest, but when he saw Milton
also being pilfered from he could sit
silent no longer. Lamb reveled in tell
ing this story.—Rev. David Macrae in
“English Humor.”
Well and decidedly better than
On one occasion the writer walked to
the edge of Lake Michigan when a
strong wind was blowing right from
the lake. The bodily condition was as
near perfect as could be, and yet in less
than five minutes there was every evi
dence of having caught cold. The se
vere influenza continued until, on walk
ing away, in less than 500 feet it dis
appeared as if by magic.
It is very certain that the tempera
ture had nothing to do with this nor
the wind, but the influenza was direct
ly due to the abundant ozone in the air.
By inquiry it was learned that hun
dreds of residents who had lived upon
the immediate edge of the lake had
been obliged to move back three or
four miles in order to relieve them,
selves from such experiences.
Physicians readily admit that it is
not always possible to say when one
“catches” cold. It certainly cannot
always be because of undue exposure
or change in temperature, but probably
also to changes in the electric condi
tion of the air. Facts of this kind
should lead to the extremest caution in
studying any supposed relation be
tween the weather and health.—Popu
lar Science.

Scientific American.

Ahandsomely illustrated weekly. Largest olrcnlatioii of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $L Sold by all newsdealers.

Trust““Safe Deposit Co.

T E A O E Y , t lie H a t t e r ,

CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH

rade M ark s
D e s ig n s
o p y r ig h t s & c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qnickly ascertain onr opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
ipecial notice, without charge, in the

-s p iq q ‘s u s t o s «sito ? i *J9q)«e{
PIO JO JOÎ'BAOOGJ $S9q 0q*J p tre
jdqjttdT Aiea j o oAi'j'BA.iasaad
q n o 8S0UJBH « m earía

STIFFHATS. - $1.00 UP.

9.59 a. m.; 2.27, 6.04, p. m. Sundays—7.53
а. m.; 7.08 p. m.
One of Lamb’s Pranks.
L eave P erk io m en J u nctio n —Week days
A pretentious poet got his verses sub
—8 33, 10.12 a. m.;3.00, 6.22, p. m. Sun
days—8.13 a. m.; 7.28 p. m.
mitted to Charles Lamb by a friend
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25, just before the poet was to meet Lamb
б.
55,10.50 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.35
at dinner. Lamb found the verses to
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.
be feeble echoes of other poets, and
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
when the author arrived he was seen
in eppect novem beb 1, 1899.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf to be as empty as his verses. This
awakened Lamb’s spirit of mischie
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
Weekdays—Express, 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00, vous waggery. At dinner he said in the
5.00, 7.15 p. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., course of conversation:
5.30 p. m. Sundays—Express, 9.00, 10.00
“That reminds me of some verses I
a. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 4.45 p.m. wrote when 1 was young,” and then he
Leave Atlantic City Depot : Weekdays—
Express, 7.35,9.00,10.30 a. m., 3 80, 5.30 p.m. quoted a line or two which he recol
Accommodation, 8.15 a. m., 4.05 p m. Sun lected from the poet’s book, to the lat
days—Express, 4:30, 7.30- p. m. Accommo ter’s amazement and indignation. Lamb
dation, 7.15 a. m., 4 05 p. m.
was diverted immensely, but kept per
FOR CAPE MAY, OCEAN CITY AND
fectly serious and quoted more lines in
SEA ISLE CITY.
connection with another remark, beg
Weekdays — 9.00 a. m., 410, p. m. ging the company to remember how
Sundays—Chestnut St., 9.15, South St.. 9.00
young he was when he composed them.
a. m.
Additional for Cape May only—Weekdays The author again looked daggers at
—5.30 a. m.
him.
I. A. SWEIGARD, EDSON J. WEEKS,
Lamb capped all by introducing the
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. first lines of “Paradise Lost” (“Of
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
man’s first disobedience,” etc.) as also

T
C
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The Importance of good forestry in
this country is becoming more appre
ciated not only in connection with ex
tensive timber tracts, but with the
smaller wood lots upon farms. Prac
tical forestry in the Adirondack region
as recently carried on by forest owners
under advice from government experts
serves to illustrate methods of manage
ment that are most profitable and
equally applicable elsewhere on either
a large or a small scale. It appears
from the report of their work that

Culbert’s : D rug : Store,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

bound before transplanting. The plants
should be in their permanent positions
before they begin to run.
The varieties that were found to do
well when tested were Mastiff Golden
Pod, Early Golden Cluster and Golden
Champion, named in order of produc
tiveness.
A cord trellis is preferable to the or
dinary bean pole for training up the

D EA LER S IN

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

The Hew Ho. 9 Family Machine
POSSESSES EVERY QUALITY OF

My method of keeping a few winter
WORTH.
LU M BER ,
squashes is somewhat different from
that generally recommended and suc
B A L L B E A R IN G S
Various grades, dressed and undressed.
ceeds so weU that I will give it for the
make the machine very light running.
benefit of any who may wish to follow
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed
it, remarks an American Cultivator
T H R E E
T O
T W
O .
correspondent. On the approach of
winter, before there is danger of freez P IC K E T S , C ED A R A ND C H E S T N U T Makes three stitches while any other machine
ing, the squashes are placed in a cup
R A IL S .
is making two.
board in the sitting room, the door be
The
cabinet
work is carefully finished.
ing left ajar through the day and clos
Built for service.
L
e
h
i
g
h
a
n
d
Schuylkill
ed at night in very cold weather. It
Even competitors admit the “ world-wide
will be seen that the temperature of
reputation” for excellence won by the
the room is considerably higher than
“ WHEELER & WILSON.”
is generally recommended, often reach
ing 70 degrees. The Hubbard squash
Look for the name when making a selec
tion.
has been kept in this way till May.
Circulars and Catalogue Free.
Duty Call«.

The duty calls of a man are much the
tame as the duty calls of a woman.
With both sexes a call is obligatory aft
er an evening party, a luncheon, a din
ner, a supper, a theater party, and
should be promptly made whether the
invitation has been accepted or not.
Personal calls must be paid the newly
married, and should be made on their
reception days, if they have sent out
cards. A personal call is due the
bride’s parents if you have been in
vited to the wedding reception. A per
sonal call should be made on a young
lady and her mother after the an
nouncement of the engagement of the
former. After a death in the family of
a friend a call should be made by inti
mate friends within ten days of the
death. Those who are less intimate call
within a month. Such calls mean sim
ply the leaving of a card, and no effort
is made to see the members of the fam
ily in mourning. After a long absence
from home, friends, of course, call as
soon as possible.—Leah Lanceford in
Woman’s Home Companion.

WtaMWMIaiiMiriDtCo.
1312 CHESTNUT STREET,

COAL. - - COAL.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’8.

F L O U R ,
Com,

W. J. Thompson,

« Bran, « Middlings,

O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,
AND G AKE M EAL.

And Dealer in

the bent
Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri
son's Town and Country Paint,—second to
none in the market. Also Harrison’s Rough B e e f , V e a l & M u t t o n .
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on
for barns and fencing.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings
of each week. Thankful to the public for
past favors he Invites continued patronage.
/'YYSTERS
Highest cash price paid for calves.

U

Served in all styles at

T. B a k e r’s E a tin g H ouse,
N ext D oor A bove P ost O f f ic e , COLLEGEV IL L E . Families supplied with the best oys

ters in the market at the right prices.

12ma.

G

WM. J. THOMPSON.

ET YOIJR Posters Printed at
the Independent Office.

The forcing of dwarf or brush beans
under glass -has been a favorite prac
tice at certain seasons of the year with
most gardeners, but it is believed that
the experiments of Professor F. W.
Kane of the New Hampshire station,
begun in 1896-7, in the forcing of the
pole or running varieties are perhaps
the first of their kind to claim atten
tion. The pole bean, like cucumbers,
tomatoes trained to one stem, sweet
corn, etc., must have plenty of head
room or space above the bench or bed
In which to develop. Doubtless this
accounts for Its not having been con
sidered before. The modern lettuce
and cucumber house, with the beds di
rectly on the ground, are well adapted
for this crop.
Professor Rane’s experience as sum
med up by himself was very satisfac
tory and appears to open up another
new avenue for the energies of enter
prising market gardeners. His conclu
sions are:
Pole beans should be Included In the
list of vegetables adapted for forcing
under glass.
The requisites for forcing pole beans
under glass are practically the same
as for bush beans, sweet corn, melons,
cucumbers, etc., a night temperature
of not less than 60 degrees, with 10 de
grees or more higher during the day.
The house should be kept moist, and
the soil likewise should never become
very dry.
The house adapted for forcing pole
beans should have considerable space
above the beds, ranging about eight
feet.
Pole beans thrive well In almost any
good fertile greenhouse soil. In this
respect they resemble corn.
The time from germination until ma
turity varies with different varieties.
The range for those tested was from
54 to 62 days.
\
Much time is saved by starting the
seed in pots, precaution being taken
not to allow the plant to become D ot

THE OLD STAND
Established - - 1875.

To sell and want to sell it, ad
vertise in the IN D E PE N D E N T
and you will sell it.

Adver

tising pays every time.
mìSSaifeSìV
Real Estate, Personal Prop

I

erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in

Choice Bread
AND

the IN D E PE N D E N T , are sure

Work Done at Short Notice.
Estimates and Information

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on band. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
WeddiDgs and Parties.
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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Cheerfully Given.

it

Address P. 0. Box 477, Spring City, Pa.
^ C O L L E G E V IL L E -^

Get Your

S 3

R

Posters

Y

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Or whatever Jo b Printing you
may need from time to time, at

Fine lead & C ate
— FULL LINE OF-

CONFECTIONERY !
Ice Cream, Water Ices, Etc.
Weddings and Parties Supplied.

E. G. Hendricks,
28dec.

the

IN D E PE N D E N T

Office.

We will try to serve yon well

Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,

MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

Carriag,e-:-Works!
R. H. G RA TER, P ro p ’r.
Have Now in Stock : Cornine Eleotic Spring Top. Bugey. spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All Kinds o f Carriages
and Business Wagons.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

and grve full value for value
received.'

PATENTS,

-------------- 0 O0 --------------

.

The Independent,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA-

VTOBBISTOWN HERALD BOOK
-IN BINIiERY. Binding, Job Ruling,

IN BUSINESS TEN YEARS.

to attract bidders and buyers.

Cakes
JOHN H. CUSTER,

|r t e |ì a n |i M | r i l l « .

Collegeville, Pa*

1

•Ski

Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for M O D E R A T i
\FEE8. Our office Is opposite the U. 8. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi ness In less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not.
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients 1»
your State, county, or town. Address
OVfiTT 9, n o

Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. O»

